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NOVEMBER 6-8, 2013
This event was founded and initiated to inform and educate soon to be HBCU
graduates about building successful careers in corporate America. An inspirational
event that is enhanced through the involvement of prominent HBCU alumni, the
conference provides students a series of workshops, meetings, and networking
opportunities where they can gain solid skills and first-hand knowledge about
beginning their careers. Please help us make this year’s event a success by being a
part of the 7th Annual HBCU Career Development Marketplace.

Series of Workshops
featuring prominent and influential speakers that will
help prepare students for what to expect after
graduation

Career Marketplace
a great opportunity for companies to meet talented
students serious about pursuing a career

Town Hall Meetings
students speak informally with experienced HBCU
alumni from key industries

www.hbcucareermarket.com

info@hbcucareermarket.com
(301) 596-6031
@HBCUCareer

Feature Story
Sequestration,
Social Media and You!
A Social Media Survival Guide
for the Local Small Business
Community
Joseph Patrick Bulko, MBA

By Joseph Patrick Bulko, MBA

For small local owner-operated businesses, federal
government budget sequestration is yet another suckerpunch provided by an economy still nowhere near recovered
from the major meltdown of 2008 and the ensuing Great
Recession. Sequestration translates to federal employee
furloughs and various cutbacks in government spending,
the combination of which decreases the disposable income
of the local workforce. Reductions in disposable income
equate to fewer dollars available to purchase goods and
services from the local business community.
Federal government sequestration cuts, which began to take
effect March 1st, loom large over the entire United States
economy, with the small business owner likely to absorb
the brunt of their impact. The cuts will be especially painful
to certain regions of the country, including the greater
Washington, DC area, which is particularly vulnerable due to
the region’s heavy dependence on federal military and civilian
spending. According to the Washington Post (3/7/13), “Four
of every 10 dollars in the regional economy flow directly
from the federal government in the form of federal salaries,
contracting for defense or civilian work or transfer payments
such as Medicare and Social Security. If you account for how
much of that money supports other sectors of the economy,
such as entertainment, the overall impact of federal spending
is even larger.” DC, Maryland, and Virginia are expected to
lose a combined “450,000 jobs as a direct and indirect
result of the cuts,” the Post reported. We can conclude that
sequestration will have a major negative impact on this
region’s local business community, as household disposable
income is adversely affected by the spending cuts.
As the sequestration cuts are rolled out during the next several
months, the impact on local economies will be widespread
and unavoidable. Already, we are living in a society where
literally there is not enough money flowing through the
macro economy to provide jobs and incomes for everyone
who needs one or to provide sufficient operating revenue for
every established business venture. It is becoming a game
of musical chairs with fewer and fewer chairs (good jobs) for
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contestants (workers) and, as a result, there is a scarcity of
dollars to support businesses both large and small.
Across the nation each community has its own specific set
of risk factors for the small businesses operating in that
area. For example, a small mom-and-pop business located
in North Beach, Maryland, a tiny enclave on the Chesapeake
Bay, risk factors include: (1) “off the beaten path” location
in sleepy bayside town far removed from heavily trafficked
shopping malls and other destinations; (2) dependent on
seasonal foot traffic, which is related to popularity of beach,
boardwalk, and summer events, and ebbs considerably
during winter months; (3) macro economic impact, which
includes ongoing sluggish economy, sequestration, end of
payroll tax cut (=$1000 average drop in annual per capita
disposable income), and related; (4) the mom-and-pop’s
inherent competitive disadvantage to well-known corporate
chains and big box superstores, with their massive national
advertising budgets, prime locations, price advantages due
to economies of scale, and tax and regulatory advantages
unavailable to the owner-operated small business venture.
If local small businesses hope to remain profitable in the
sluggish U.S. economy, it is absolutely vital for them to hold
on to existing customers and to acquire new customers
using low-cost methods (that do not directly engage or
challenge the corporate deep-pocketed competition). If
maintaining or growing the customer base has been difficult
in recent years, this reality should come as no surprise.
American households, on average, have been operating on
tightening budgets since the 2008 crash and associated
Great Recession. Here is evidence of the reduced spending
capability among American households:
1) Nearly 75 percent of U.S. households have only enough
income to barely cover normal expenses or less. Only the
top 25 percent of households can afford anything beyond
the basics. [From a recent CBS News poll]
2) Since the 2008 economic meltdown, higher-paying
jobs are being replaced by lower-paying jobs. Specifically,
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those jobs paying in the $20/hour to
$30/hour range are being replaced
by those paying $9/hour to $13/
hour. This represents a considerable
overall drop in the U.S. standard of
living and considerably diminished
consumer disposable income and
spending capacity. [From several
sources based on U.S. Dept. of Labor
statistics]

local residents. Those “lost” dollars can
no longer be recycled through the local
business community to sustain local
businesses. Hence, consumer spending
in locally owned-and-operated enterprises
has the additional benefit of keeping
money here on “home turf” providing
vital support to local entrepreneurs.

3) In November 2007 before the
onset of the Great Recession, there
were 139 million jobs in the United
States. Currently, there are only 132
million jobs, despite annual increases
in the working age population. More
people and fewer jobs means there
is little money in the economy to
spend on non-essentials. [Statistics
reported in the Wall Street Journal,
Feb. 16, 2013]

Social Media & Your Business

So, what does this mean? How do small
businesses find enough consumer
dollars in a stagnant economy to
sustain or increase revenue? In order
to survive, the local business must grab
market share (=customers) from the
major chains, which are exceedingly
profitable, and work to retain its own
customer base. The small business
owner must encourage satisfied
customers to visit more frequently and
encourage them to entice their friends,
family, and colleagues to patronize
the establishment as well. Simply
put, there are not enough consumer
dollars available for all businesses.
Small businesses must cannibalize
market share from big businesses to
survive; cannibalizing from other small
businesses does not help the situation.
It is necessary to divert big business
customers to small businesses.
To ensure survival, the local small owneroperated business must divert consumer
dollars before they are spent at a
shopping mall or elsewhere. Regular folks
(=your customers) do not have much
surplus disposable income. You must grab
those dollars before they get spent at the
mall or at a big box store or a corporate
chain or franchise. Keep in mind, too,
that many of the dollars spent in those
nationally branded establishments leave
the local community to fill corporate
coffers in some remote city. Dollars
that leave the local region cannot have a
positive impact on the local economy, the
local community, or the quality of life of
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The goal of this small business
social media survival guide is to
offer methods that will enhance the
retention of existing customers and
the acquisition of new customers
for your business enterprise. There
are many ways to use social media
to generate more customers and
more sales for your business. Those
described in this document represent
just a sampling of the many methods
available. Be creative! Develop your
own social media techniques. Utilize
those that work best for your situation
and implement them rigorously.
What is social media? Social media is
usually described as any of a variety
of Internet-based interactive software
programs and utilities, apps for mobile
phone or tablet, and online environments,
which can be used to connect with other
people, often in real time. These include
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and others.
Social media techniques can be used
in conjunction with standard advertising
(e.g., newspaper and magazine print ads)
or, at times, as a much less costly directto-customer alternative.
Why use social media? Social media
tools and techniques are a low-cost
business-to-customer communications
paradigm that can be used to divert
consumer dollars away from corporate
competitors to your owner-operated
small business enterprise. Because
it is not possible for you to match the
big mass marketing campaigns of the
national brands and successful regional
competitors, you must develop
affordable and effective guerrilla
marketing strategies and techniques
to overcome this critical disadvantage.
Aggressive use of social media is one
way to accomplish this vital goal.
Sometimes described as “viral” marketing,
a public relations campaign based on social
media is just a modern version of the old

“word-of-mouth” method of acquiring
new customers and maintaining contact
with current customers. For a small
“mom-and-pop” business, such a viral
campaign could be the difference between
survival and shutdown. The remainder of
this document briefly describes effective
utilization and coordination of the social
media tools Facebook,Twitter, andYouTube
plus a brief description of related ideas.

Facebook
The Facebook revolution began just
a few years ago, but now hundreds
of millions of people interact daily,
exchanging
thoughts,
insights,
commentary, ideas, photos, videos,
music, news, and more across a
wide spectrum of issues, topics,
hobbies, and passions. Your business
should embrace this free opportunity
to connect with consumers of your
product or service, specifically to retain
current customers and to throw out a
net to lure in prospective customers.
If you are not already on Facebook,
go to http://www.facebook.com and
follow the instructions to set up your
business page. Once your business is
established on Facebook, follow this
simple recipe for using Facebook as a
business marketing tool.
Encourage your customers who are
already on Facebook to visit and “Like”
your establishment’s Facebook page (and
encourage those not on Facebook to
consider joining the online community).
You should try to expedite the growth
of your Facebook “Likes” perhaps by
incentivizing your customers via the use of
“Facebook-Only” specials and discounts
or some other similar mechanism. This
is important. Everyone who “Likes”
your page will see the information you
post there. Take advantage of this directto-customer marketing opportunity by
posting on a regular basis (daily, weekly,
or monthly) news and information about
your business, your product line or
service, updates, specials, discounts,
new product descriptions, thoughts about
your business philosophy (e.g., dedication
to customer service), and all manner of
announcements and comments that
you think would be of interest to your
customers. Each of these posts will be
visible to each of your “Likes,” which
means that your growing customer base
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will remain informed about developments
related to your business.
Ideally, you would like to reach not
only your current customers but also
their Facebook friends (and their
friends, etc), generating a form of
viral growth in the popularity of your
business Facebook page. To further
disseminate your information to
each of your customers’ Facebook
friends, advise them to click “Share”
for every announcement and photo
you post. [Clicking “Share” is the
Facebook mechanism for propagating
posted information throughout the
Facebook universe.] Your customers
should be encouraged to add their
own comments to each post as well,
describing their experiences with your
staff and service. Keeping the online
conversation going in this manner
will enhance existing customer
enthusiasm and support, while serving
as a lure to draw in new customers.
To the extent possible, and despite
the
cumbersome
and
timeconsuming process involved, the

individuals associated with each of
the new “Likes” should be nurtured,
coddled, and encouraged to prioritize
your business and to visit your
establishment frequently. Keep in
mind that any consumer dollar that
you do not collect, inevitably will end
up at the mall or at one of the big
box retailers or in the bank account
of another corporate competitor.
Like it or not, you are engaged in a
marketing form of guerrilla warfare
where your professional survival is
at stake. I suggest that you send a
direct Facebook private message to
each new “Like” and to anyone else
who has posted a comment on your
timeline. The contents of the message
should include: (1) Warm heartfelt
thanks for their continuing interest and
support; (2) a request for each of them
to visit your Facebook page regularly
and to “Share” each announcement,
photo, and comment posted by your
business in order to disseminate
this information to all their Facebook
friends (and to include in that “Share” a
request for their friends to click “Share’

so the post is further disseminated);
and (3) a request for each of them to
make a commitment to come back to
your place of business regularly and
to encourage their friends, family, and
colleagues to do the same.
You should also develop methods to
capture favorable customer comments
and post them on your Facebook
page. Such comments are invaluable
as testimonials that will encourage
others to consider patronizing your
business. You should encourage your
customers to post on their Facebook
pages descriptions of their customer
experience, including comments about
your products, service, staff, etc, as
well as photos and videos related to
their customer experience. Perhaps
to encourage this activity, you should
consider giving an in-store discount
once per month to one randomly
chosen person who submits/posts a
user experience.
Facebook is interactive! Be prepared
to respond to customer queries and
comments posted on your Facebook page.

ATO CONSULTING

ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGY OVERSIGHT
ATO Consulting is an Information Assurance and Information Technology Company providing the expertise of a large company
complemented with the reduced cost and flexibility of a small business. ATO Consulting provides skilled technical professionals
equipped with keen insight into Information Assurance compliance requirements to provide customers unparalleled support in
Information Assurance (IA) for the Department Of Defense, Federal, State, and Local Governments as well as the Private Sector.

Areas of Expertise

Contact

Cloud Computing Security Assessments

Thomas F. Parham Jr., CEO

Certification & Accreditation

Potomac Office Park, Suite 201

FISMA Compliance Support

17300 River Ridge Boulevard

Information System Security Assessment

Woodbridge, VA 22191

Information Technology Design and Support

tparham@atoconsultingllc.com

Program Management

O: 703.343.5935

NAICS CODES

F: 703.221.4007

518210, 541513, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541330, 541690
7371, 7373, 7374, 7376, 7378, 7379, 8741, 8742

SIC CODES
7371, 7373, 7374, 7376, 7378, 7379, 8741, 8742

ATO Consulting www.atoconsultingllc.com
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Maintaining two-way communication
with customers encourages them to
feel as though they are important to
you, the business proprietor. This sort of
gentle reinforcement or “hand holding”
will keep customers coming back and
motivate them to “spread the word”
about your business to their friends and
colleagues. You should take advantage
of the Facebook “soapbox” by using it
as a platform, first, to keep customers
interested in the products and services
you are selling and, second, to ensure
that they are aware of your personal
expertise and knowledge of your
industry. Effective use of Facebook is an
excellent way to engender just this sort of
business-to-customer communication.
Twitter
For those folks unfamiliar with Twitter,
this online realm might prove to be
somewhat challenging and somewhat
more
abstract
and
somewhat
more untamed than the relatively
comfortable Facebook page. Twitter
is an Internet “place” where we
can “follow” the “tweets” of other
people and post our own tweets
for our followers to see. Why would
anyone want to participate in all this
following? Many news organizations
(and individual reporters) post tweets
on breaking news and analysis,
which makes Twitter participation
an excellent way to stay current.
Celebrities (e.g., movie stars, TV
stars, pop music stars, etc) also post
their “brilliant” insights, which their
adoring fans lap up like parched prairie
dogs around a watering hole. As with
all forms of social media, the value
of Twitter to the local small business
owner, though, is the potential to
disseminate important information to
existing customers and to entice noncustomers to become customers.
The best way to explain how to use
Twitter to help your business is to
provide an example. Keep in mind that
this is only one approach for effective
Twitter utilization and that many other
variations are possible. Let’s say you
are a North Beach small business
owner with a Bay Avenue boutique,
The Hat Shoppe. You scan the news
each morning (e.g., via Google or Yahoo
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news search) looking for information
about the fashion industry that might
relate to hats. One day you find an
article in the New York Times explaining
that hats, as a fashion statement and
accessory, are making a comeback
because of the popularity of the
recent royal wedding between Kate
Middleton and Prince William. This is
good news for you as a hat seller, and
Twitter provides a vehicle to spread
the word and promote your business
simultaneously.
Here’s what you do:
First, get a Twitter account. Go to
https://twitter.com to get started. It’s
free and easy and you can do it from
your desktop, laptop, tablet, or smart
phone. Once you have your Twitter
account established, you can begin
by composing a tweet that uses the
hat resurgence to promote your hat
business. For example:
#British
#RoyalWedding
inspires
renewed interest in #women’s #hats.
http://tinyurl.com/hats
#fashion
#accessories #clothing #apparel #chic
What’s the deal with all the pound
signs? The pound sign is called a
hashtag in Twitter-speak. It denotes a
keyword or buzzword that you want to
highlight with your tweet. In this case,
in addition to your own “followers,”
everyone in the Twitter universe who
searches for “British,” “RoyalWedding,”
“women,”
“hats,”
“fashion,”
“accessories,” “clothing,” “apparel,” or
“chic” will be able to “see” your tweet.
You can mix and match keywords
to “hit” other target audiences. To
zero in on the local area, include
#CalvertCounty, #AnneArundelCounty,
or #WashingtonDC or some variant
of these, which will ensure that area
shoppers also will see your tweet.
What’s the tinyurl.com supposed
to be? Because Twitter only allows
tweets of 140 characters or less
and Internet web addresses (URLs)
often are very long, it is necessary to
process the long URL through a URL
shortener (e.g., bit.ly, tiny.url, etc) to
produce a very short URL suitable
for use in tweets. You can find a URL
shortener via an Internet search. Use
the URL shortening service to shrink
the original long web address (e.g.,

http://Your-Lengthy-Web-Address-OrFacebook-Page.com) to something
short enough to include in a tweet
(e.g., http://t.co/abcd123). In this case,
the shortened URL could be either
the New York Times article on hats
or it could point to your website or
Facebook page. You probably should
create variations of this tweet to
include each of these URLs. It is not
necessary to include a web address in
your tweet. In fact, it is easier to attract
followers if you post interesting facts
and comments about things related to
the products or services you provide.
Making your tweets less overtly sales
pitchy makes it easier for folks to
engage you in tweet conversations.
Generally, you should use Twitter to
issue tweets on topics related to your
business. Load them with relevant
keywords (#hashtags) and they will
show up in the Twitter feeds of a wide
range of Twitter users. You can click
on the included keywords/hashtags
to view the types of discussions
people are having about the tweeted
topics. Some of these posts will offer
opportunities to reply with useful
information or interesting comments,
which might encourage some of these
folks to “Follow” you. By establishing
a presence in the Twitter universe, you
will be noticed by waves of potential
new customers. Of course, these
folks can be located anywhere, so it is
essential to have some type of webenabled shopping available for those
folks not located near your business.
You will acquire attention simply by
posting tweets (such as the above
example) regularly on a variety of
related topics, with URLs pointing to
your website or Facebook page or to the
original media article or video source
where you found the information.
Some folks will click the web link,
some will choose to “Follow” you, and
some will respond to the tweet with a
comment. The key here is to engage
these folks (with follow-up comments
or invitations to visit your website) until
they “Like” your Facebook page or buy
something from your online storefront
or, if local, visit your shop in person.
If you want more people to respond
to your tweets, you should follow
each tweet by clicking on each of the
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#hashtags contained in the tweet.
Doing so will show you who is
tweeting on each of those subjects
and what they are tweeting about.
When you see tweets related to your
personal interests or on topics related
to your business, you should “Reply”
to the tweet with your insights. In your
reply, avoid sending a direct link to your
website (unless the person is looking
specifically for a business such as
yours) because you don’t want to come
on too strong or get the attention of the
Twitter police (who might accuse you
of “spamming” Twitter-land). This softsell approach will nudge folks gently
to your Facebook page, business
website, or your physical storefront.
You should develop standard “Thank
You” tweets to send to each new
follower and to everyone who
“Retweets” or “Favorites” one of
your tweets. This “Thank You” tweet
should include a link to your website
or Facebook page. This is a nifty way
to attract new Facebook “Likes” and
visitors to your website.
It is also a useful practice to search your
business name occasionally in order to
see if anyone is tweeting specifically
about your business. You should also
occasionally “eavesdrop” on your Twitter
followers’ tweets to see if they are saying
anything about you, your business, your
products, or the customer service they
experienced from you or your staff.
Searching specifically the name of your
business will let you know if people are
talking about your business. If so, these
Twitter postings (=tweets) can bring
you tremendous insight about your
effectiveness providing quality products
or services and keeping your customers
satisfied. To follow conversations about
the types of products or services you
provide, search keywords (#hashtags)
related to your business (e.g., specific
product names). Such direct “listening” to
potential customers can provide valuable
insight to you as a business proprietor.
YouTube
YouTube is where video lives on the
Internet. [Visit www.youtube.com for
details.] It is the primary location for
home-grown or home-made video
content as well as clips from movies
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and TV shows, music videos, individual
rants against pretty much anything,
cats doing all sorts of crazy things, and
much much more. To the small business
owner, YouTube represents yet another
method to interface directly with current
customers and to draw in new customers.
By simply using the video capability of
a smart phone (e.g., iPhone), you can
put together short videos that highlight
various aspects of your business, the
products or service that you sell, your
courteous and knowledgeable staff,
feedback from satisfied customers, and
anything else you might want to share
with the general public.
You can issue video reports or updates
spoken directly into the camera or
as voice-over during product display
sweeps, video introductions of staff
and owner, overview of the business
and its offerings, explanation of current
week’s specials or discounts, and
whatever else you can capture on
video to share with your customers.
Encourage your customers to post
videos showing how they use the
products or services purchased from
your business. To incentivize the
posting of customer videos, consider
offering special discounts for the best
video submitted each week.
Before you begin making promotional
videos, you must set up a “channel”
on YouTube by following the online
instructions. As soon as your channel is
ready, you can begin uploading videos.
Each video you upload to YouTube can
be viewed by your customers and
further disseminated by posting it
on your Facebook page, sending out
the video’s YouTube web address via
Twitter, adding a direct link on your
business website, including it in a mass
e-mail or text message, and attaching
the video to print advertisement QR
codes (i.e., the square “bar-code”
thing that occasionally shows up in
newspaper and magazine print ads).
Complimentary Actions
Establish an email list and use it
to send regular updates, specials,
announcements, etc to your customers.
Develop methods to acquire email
addresses and use them to expand
your email-marketing list. Ask email
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recipients to forward your emails to
their friends, family, and colleagues
to encourage those folks to patronize
your business on a regular basis as
well, and to include a request for the
recipients of those emails to forward
the message to all of their contacts,
too. The wider the message spreads,
the better results for your business.
Set up a website and update it
frequently. On each page of your
website place a link to your Facebook
page, Twitter account, and YouTube
channel and encourage web visitors
to “Like” you on Facebook, “Follow”
you on Twitter, and subscribe to your
YouTube channel. This overt “cross
pollination” of your social media
presence enhances the effectiveness
of your social media-based business
marketing. Consider adding an
interactive
“blog”
component
to enable web visitors to leave
comments, suggestions, and followup questions about information
posted on the website. Your website/
blog is both interactive, where you
and your visitors exchange thoughts
and ideas, and informational, where
you share your expertise to enhance
customer experience. Keep your
website up-to-date and informative.
Include information that would be
useful to your customers, even
though it might not be directly related
to your product/service. Include a
comments section or easy-to-use
contact page. You want to encourage
a two-way connection with existing
customers and potential customers.
We live in an interconnected world. To
capture non-local consumer dollars,
you must include online shopping
capability as part of your website
(in the form of a shopping cart, for
example). You must find convenient
ways to bring your products to your
customers. Do not expect them to
drive too far out of their way to your
quaint little shop in its quaint little
location. If you are not physically
located in a high-traffic locale, focus
your efforts on directing online traffic
to your Internet storefront and make
sure visitors can buy your products or
engage your services online.
Every teenager now has a texting “gene”
as part of his or her DNA. Your business
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marketing model must include a texting
component. Develop a texting list (similar
to your email list) and send regular brief
informational text messages in a manner
similar to the messages sent via email,
except much shorter. Every point of
contact with customers helps to remind
and encourage them to shop at your
business.
If you do not already provide local
product delivery, consider adding
this feature to your business. There
is no reason to expect customers to
show up at your door unnecessarily,
when the sale can be made over the
phone, the Internet, or scheduled long
advance as part of a recurring purchase
order. People are very busy these days
and many of your potential customers
might find themselves reluctant to
make an out-of-the-way trip to your
boutique unless absolutely necessary.
Establish a 20- or 30-mile radius
around your physical storefront within
which you will deliver orders directly
to a person’s home or workplace.
Inconvenient for you? Yes, but super
convenient for your customer. Even
Amazon.com can’t beat same day
personal delivery of merchandise!
Everyone is busy in today’s modern
complex
society.
Saving
your
customer’s time by providing an
alternative to driving and fighting traffic
congestion is a major benefit you can
offer. This is an excellent way to grab
a customer’s dollars before they are
spent at the mall or in one of the big
box stores.

your business. For example, let’s
return to the quaint charm of North
Beach, Maryland, where thousands
of summer beach, boardwalk, and
special events visitors converge
each year. As a savvy local business
owner, you should think about ways
to direct some of those folks to your
shop or boutique. Some ideas include
placing a kiosk (or similar) near the
beach entrance to distribute to beachgoers and other seasonal visitors
informational flyers about the business
and discount coupons for products or
services. A smile and personal contact
with prospective customers goes a
long way to forge a connection that
will transform some of these folks
into regular customers. Also, plan
to keep your doors open during the
highly-populated hours when visitors
are roaming the area, especially during
the early evening hours on Fridays and
Saturdays. Do not close your business
at 5:00 p.m. when a well-publicized
event draws big crowds until after
9:00 p.m. or so. You should not only be
“where” your customers are, but also
be “when” they are!
Related Marketing Advice

Consider forging partnerships with
online mega-retailers and resellers
Amazon.com, E-Bay, and similar:
Become a certified Amazon.com
reseller and your product line is
available to anyone anywhere with
Internet access. Though Amazon’s cut
might crimp your profit margins, the
value of tapping a global marketplace
is worth the lower returns. Set up
an E-Bay (etc) virtual storefront to
sell your most popular and/or unique
items. Let the millions and millions of
E-Bay users locate these items and
place orders online, while you sit back
and focus on order fulfillment (i.e.,
packing boxes & shipping).

Make a serious effort to respond to
every phone call, email, Facebook
or Twitter comment, and related
communication from folks who have
visited your business, who have heard
about your business from friends or
colleagues, or who have not been there
yet but are thinking about going. For
small mom-and-pops it is absolutely
critical to maintain close ties to the
fragile customer base. Responding
to all comments (both positive and
negative) helps to establish this
necessary linkage. This is an area where
the small nimble local entrepreneur can
surpass the much larger anonymous
chain, which does not have time or
capability to establish that “place
where everyone knows your name”
vibe. Effective use of social media also
enables the small business owner to
respond to comments and complaints
by dissatisfied customers quickly and
directly, thus neutralizing their potential
negative impact.

Take advantage of local attractions
and events to generate publicity for

Use social media as a virtual Suggestion
Box. Create customer satisfaction
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surveys, polls, and feedback loops
to gauge customer response to your
products, staff, customer service, and
related. Utilize social media to provide
your business with excellent real-time
feedback on these matters. Listen
to your customers. Understand who
they are and what they want. If they
seem interested in new products (or
variations on what you already offer),
consider adding them (or related
services) to your merchandise inventory
or service offerings. Don’t fall into the
trap of straying too far from your core
competency, but be aware of the everchanging needs and wants of your
customer base. Use feedback attained
from social media and associated
customer interactions to help make
these determinations, to improve
customer experience, and to fine-tune
your product or service offerings.
Announce specials through various
social media, providing discounts
to those customers who respond
via specific social media channel
or who provide evidence that they
received notice of the special via such
a channel. Create unique discount
deals or specials wherein the benefit
is received by the customer only if
the customer provides evidence of
forwarding the announcement to his or
her network of interconnected friends
and acquaintances. Encourage your
customers to send email messages to
friends, family, and colleagues about
their experiences with your business,
echoing posts found on Facebook,
information contained in print ads,
descriptions of your great service, and
details about their own experiences
as a customer. By so doing, you can
expand your social media “reach” and
enable the rapid expansion of your
customer base.
Stay informed! Monitor news, Internet
blogs, Facebook posts, etc for news,
information, and trends related to
your business, industry, and customer
base, plus relevant macroeconomic
indicators and political and legislative
activity affecting your business,
customers, and overall economy. The
likelihood of small business success
increases with the growth of your
knowledge of your business, your
customers, the economy, and related
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information. Keep your eyes open and
your brain locked in the “On” position!
Concluding Thoughts
While the overall effectiveness of an
aggressive social media marketing
campaign cannot accurately be predicted
or guaranteed, utilization of social media
techniques will increase the likelihood
of survival for your business enterprise.
Comprehensive implementation of
social media techniques might seem too
time-consuming, but these methods
are amazingly inexpensive and effective
public relations. In these lean economic
times, only the foolhardy would ignore
the revenue-enhancing opportunities
presented by Internet-based social
media.
Be creative! Find ways to acquire useful
information and content, and then
disseminate it widely (via Facebook,
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Twitter, YouTube, email, text, etc).
Make a habit of capturing pictures of
happy customer faces and jotting down
satisfied customer comments, posting
the photos and testimonials online, and
then requesting Facebook visitors, email
recipients, etc to “Share” them with their
Facebook friends and/or forward them
to their own email lists. Your objective
is to establish your business venue
as a “happening” place where people
want to go. A picture might be worth a
thousand words, but satisfied customer
photos potentially are worth thousands
of new customers and thousands and
thousands of customer dollars.
This local small business survival guide
is part of my “Robin Hood” concept to
expedite private-sector redistribution
of wealth from where it is (e.g., big
corporations, Wall Street, etc) to where it
is needed (the “Main Street” economy,
where
locally-owned-and-operated
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small businesses operate). There
simply is not enough money circulating
through the U.S. (Main Street) economy
to support successfully the local small
business community without poaching
from the big wealth congregators. The
idea is to cannibalize market share from
corporate chain stores, restaurants,
etc and redirect traffic to local small
businesses. A broader scope aspect
of the concept, the Entrepreneurial
Blitzkrieg, is described at length here
(http://jpbulko.newsvine.com/) and on
my JPB Economics Analysis Group
Facebook page (https://t.co/QwZYZtx8).
I am available, as a public service, to
discuss any aspect of the survival guide
and its implementation. Please contact me
with your questions via email (jpbulko@
avmcyber.com) or phone (410-370-6449).
Web:
http://jpbulko.newsvine.com.
Facebook: JPB Economic Analysis Group.
Thanks for your interest in this matter! n
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Partners in the Promise
“The Coca-Cola Company exists to benefit and
refresh everyone who is touched by our business.”
The Coca-Cola Company always welcomes new partners.
For more information about becoming a qualified supplier,
please contact our Office of Supplier Diversity.
www.coke.net/supplierdiversity

©2009 The Coca-Cola Company. “Coca-Cola,” the Dynamic Ribbon and the Contour Bottle design are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.

Cover Story
The Power
of Teamwork
By Phyllis Cunningham
Diana Gao, President, American Ethnic Small Business
Council and Owner, Seafood Expert West Inc.
With $5,000 and a dream, in 1996 Diana Gao left her native
land of China to pursue her education in the U.S. A few
months later her husband Michael joined her and the two of
them went about getting settled in their new city—New York.

they supplied. Focusing on offering a quality product to
their customers, Diana and Michael launched their first
wholesale seafood distributorship company, International
C&D, in 1997, just a year after coming to the U.S.

Diana knew she had a natural gift working with computers and
she quickly determined that a career in the field of technology
would be a wise investment for herself and her family. She
enrolled in New York Institute of Technology and graduated in
2000 with a Masters degree in Computer Science.

Diana continued to go to school while helping her husband
Michael build their clientele. “Because we didn’t have a credit
history,” Diana recalls, “one of the greatest challenges we faced
was establishing a line of credit with the seafood wholesale
suppliers.” To overcome this roadblock, they literally went door-todoor until they found a supplier who allowed them to do business
in cash until they could establish their credit and get things up
and running. Finally, the day came when they loaded their Ford
station wagon with seafood goods and started on their way to
make deliveries to area Chinese restaurants in the Bronx.

Michael had earned his Bachelor degree in his homeland China,
however he discovered that his real talent was working in the
sales arena. After working on various jobs in the restaurant
industry, he was hired by a company and became the leading
salesperson. Three months later, Michael was convinced that
in order to give his
family a good life
and succeed in this
country, it would
take launching into
business. He and
Diana sat down
and had a heart-toheart about how to
accomplish the dream of owning their own business. They
both agreed, “When you’re in business for yourself, there’s
no limit on how much you can earn and how many people
you can help.” And, they felt that as long as they had enough
money to buy food and pay the rent, they would take the risk.

Little did the novice
business owners
know, on their
first delivery day
out, danger would
be lurking around
the corner—they
were robbed at
gunpoint. Shaken
but not deterred, the very next day, they loaded the
station wagon with goods and this time, taking necessary
precautions, Michael and Diana made their delivery rounds
successfully. “Money was scarce when we first started so
we had to learn how to maximize what we had within our
financial means,” says Diana. With this in mind, they studied
their product line and learned how to choose and sell items
that moved faster. They focused on branding the three best
sellers that all the restaurants used—shrimp, crab legs and
imitation crabmeat.

“Teamwork is the winning recipe for
success in business.” —Diana Gao

“We decided to take a leap of faith and start a wholesale seafood
distribution business completely from scratch,” recounts Diana.
Overcoming the trials and tribulations experienced as new
immigrants in the United States, they forged ahead in business
with a clear motto: “Work Hard and Work Smart!”
Working around the clock, Michael and Diana got their
driver’s licenses’ and completed the necessary documents
for starting their business. They also purchased a used Ford
station wagon to make deliveries to the area restaurants
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Soon their reputation began to spread and they were diligent in
establishing the trust of their clients. And, because of a strong
devotion to quality, their trademarked name, “Lucky Spot,”
quickly became known as a leading brand of wholesale seafood
products offered at a fair price. They also streamlined their
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delivery route, holding to a maximum
twelve-hour schedule. And, in spite of
not having a line of credit when they first
started, they continued to barter with
suppliers in order to buy the best quality
products they could afford.
During the following four years, their
business continued to grow and Diana
continued her studies at NewYork Institute
of Technology. Prior to graduating, Diana
noticed that computer programming was
a burgeoning industry and commercial
networking was on the rise as well.
Combining her natural talent working with
computers and her hands-on experience,
she became a certified computer network
expert. Landing a job at JP Morgan Chase
as a systems administrator, Diana worked
the night shift so that she would have
more time during the day to work with
Michael to establish their wholesale
seafood distributorship.
Through grit, determination and
teamwork, the Gao’s expanded
International C&D, servicing over
100 clients. Outgrowing their Ford
station wagon, they purchased three
delivery trucks and moved into a
small warehouse. Diana handled all
of the back office administration while
Michael managed the employees and
product delivery process. In 2002,
the West Coast dock strike had a
devastating impact on their business.
However, they were able to weather
the storm by borrowing equity against
their home to keep the business afloat.
“If you’re going to succeed in business,
you have to make every effort to keep
your company strong,” says Diana.
Once again, things leveled off, the business
was moving forward—sales were steady
and their clientele was growing. And once
again, adversity struck a life-threatening
blow. One night, the last deliveryman had
just left and Michael was closing up shop.
Diana, who was at home, gave him a call.
While they were on the phone, a knock
came at the door. Diana warned him not
to open but Michael, thinking it was one
of his employees went to the door. In an
instant, robbers burst in with a gun. Diana
could hear the commotion . . . the phone
went dead. She was terrified but quickly
gathered her wits, called the police and
jumped in a taxi headed for the scene. By
the time she arrived at the warehouse,
the robbers had been apprehended.
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They recovered their stolen car and
seven thousand dollars in cash. More
importantly, Michael was unharmed.
After that harrowing ordeal, the couple
gave their safety top priority and decided
to sell their local wholesale business.
But that wasn’t the end of the road for
their entrepreneurial ventures. In 2011,
Diana and Michael launched a new
seafood import business—importing
frozen seafood from China to sell
wholesale in America. It was a wise
investment especially since all financial
exchanges are carried out electronically
and banking was conducted through the
internet. Once again, Diana’s proficiency
in computer networking proved to be
a valuable asset to their newly formed
import company, Seafood Expert West
Inc. Keeping a careful eye on the bottom
line, Diana uses quick books software to
manage over 800 client accounts. Using
her computer science background, Diana
set up a small home network computer
to manage the company’s business
documents, payments and accounts
electronically, which saves on an
enormous amount of time and overhead.
She also keeps a daily monitor on all
account activity to catch any internet
banking fraud.
Over the years, Diana has actively
participated
in
many
business
networking events and has been
awarded the Minority Enterprise
Development Week (MED) Week,
which was hosted by Minority Business
Development Agency (MBDA). She
and her husband are a team to be
reckoned with. They have weathered
many storms that would have caused
most others to throw in the towel.
“We’re only as strong as the team,”
the two agree. Diana’s best advice to
young entrepreneurs is: 1) Know what
you want to do; 2) If you’re 80% sure
about it, you must give it a try; 3) Study
the market and ask questions; 4) Try
to avoid high interest rate borrowing;
5) Don’t worry about problems—work
on solving them; 6) Understand that
with every problem you solve, you’ll
go higher in your business; 7) Focus
on your business and stay true to the
industry; 8) Invest in technology and
software to grow your business and; 9)
Study the market and ask questions. As
a new business owner, you can’t expect

to have all the answers. “I believe in
the power of technology and I have
used it first-hand to streamline our
administrative processes and manage
overhead costs. It is a smart way of
doing business,” says Diana.
In order to make more small business
owners benefit from U.S. business
policies and networking events,
Diana became one of the founders
of American Ethnic Small Business
Council, Inc. In 2007, she was selected
to attend the Tuck-Minority Business
Development
Agency
(MBDA)
Partnership Program at the Tuck School
of Business at Dartmouth College,
where she represented the AsianAmerican business community at a
gathering of national business leaders.
Not only has Diana shown strong
leadership and support in her community,
she also actively dedicates her time to
events and activities organized by other
Associations. She is a member of the Asian
American Business Development Center,
Vice Chair for Chinese Northeastern
Association Advisor of International
Leadership Foundation (ILF) since 2007,
member of the Asian and Pacific Islanders
Honorary Committee for the New York
Minority Enterprise Development (MED)
Week, hosted by the Minority Business
Development Agency of the United
States Department of Commerce since
2008, Chair of the Enterpriser Advisory
Board, Vice Chair for America Chinese
Import Export Association 2009-2010, and
Co-Chair for Council of Chinese-American
Association. Last but not least, Diana also
was appointed as Board Director of Jilin
Overseas Exchange Association in 2010.
Today, Diana is a highly respected and
successful businesswoman whose
company, Seafood Expert West Inc., is
one of the leading import companies
in the U.S., importing goods from
China, Malaysia, and South America.
“Individuals play the game but the team
wins the championship” is a fitting
motto for the business success that she
and her husband have accomplished.
“Being in business requires that you
constantly think of new and better ways
of working,” admits Diana. “You have to
stay in tune with your industry and think
out of the box to make your business
n
successful.”
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Natural Gas. Efficient by Nature.

The desire for a better tomorrow comes naturally…
Achieving it takes commitment. Washington Gas is proud to have
maintained a robust supplier diversity program for the past 30 years.
It is a sound business practice that fosters growth and competition in
the marketplace, and produces value for our customers, investors and
communities. We continue to support supplier diversity in all areas of our
business.
For more information about supplier diversity, contact Joan Hairston at
703-750-4733.
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Business News
Moving from
Working “In” Your Business
to “On” Your Business
By Michelle Benjamin,
CEO and founder, Benjamin Enterprises and TalentReady
Michelle Benjamin

Owning your own business and being your own boss
is part of the American dream. According to the Small
Business Administration, there are over 27 million small
businesses in the United States, and between 60%
and 80% of all new jobs created are attributed to small
businesses. When you start out as a small business
owner, most of the time you are the small business. But
as time passes, it is important to make the necessary
transitions to begin working on your business instead of
in it. So what are these necessary transitions?
Too often, entrepreneurial businesses are working on a
shoestring budget that doesn’t afford additional employees
or business partners. All of the decisions – sales, marketing,
accounting, customer service and back office processes – are
then your responsibility. At this stage, you are the Business
Doer – which means you are doing everything. As daunting
as it is, this is an important stage because you are learning
everything there is to know about ‘doing’ your business. In
fact, this stage is so daunting that 50% of entrepreneurial
businesses never make it past this stage. When I launched
my talent management business, I remember answering
phones, meeting new customers, training employees,
designing ads for the local newspaper and writing checks
for payroll – all on the same day. I was consumed by work
that had to get done. In those lean years, my favorite saying
was: ‘If it needs to get done, look in the mirror!’ I worked to
the point of exhaustion. Thankfully for me, the Doer stage
lasted only three years!
Ideally in the Doer stage, you should document all
processes required in the doing of the business so that,
when the time arises, you can train your new hires how to
do the portion of the business that you have relinquished.
You should look at processes and tasks that you perform
on a regular basis and develop systems for them. What is
a system? A system is a documented method to perform
the task so that it is repeatable and produces quality output.
These systems should be automated as much as possible
to reduce the time required and increase the output. The
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system of writing down each task or process is called Job
Mapping. For example, you have a weekly newsletter for
your customers and you want to create a system for it. You
should document the steps you use to create the content,
find the photos and the steps for sending it out. Once you
have it documented, then you can delegate the process to a
new hire to see if they can follow the steps and create the
expected output.
As the business grows, the owner will need to navigate
even more transitions to allow the business to continue
to grow and flourish. For most business owners, these
transitions are very difficult because a growing business has
many competing needs and urgencies. If you are unable
to make the necessary ownership shifts, the growth and
survival of the business will suffer. You can expect that the
days of ownership are long, and in the early, lean years,
often with scanty reward.
Depending on your industry, the speed of business growth
will determine when you should progress to the second
stage – which is the Business Manager. This is the time
that you can make some hires but it’s important to make
smart hiring decisions. Smart hiring decisions mean you
are hiring people with skill sets that complement your
weaknesses. The length of time in this stage is determined
by the business owner’s personal growth and business
acumen. To stay in business and grow, you will need to
learn how and when to delegate job functions. Too often,
business owners become overwhelmed by the amount
of work to be done, either because they have made a
bad hire or the hire is not used effectively. To navigate
through this stage, I have taken business certificate
courses at Dartmouth Tuck School of Business and New
York University Stern Business School. These programs
provide the skills and confidence needed to move through
this stage successfully.

continued on page 30
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Business News
Before You Sign on
the Line
By Mel & Pearl Shaw
Mel & Pearl Shaw

Nonprofit board service is an ideal way to extend your brand, support your community
and build relationships with local, regional or national stakeholders.

You’ve been asked to serve on the board of a nonprofit you
believe in. It could be a college, a local advocacy organization
or a healthcare center. Do you say “yes?” What would you
actually be saying “yes” to? What do you need to know to
make an informed decision?
Board service is an ideal way to build a meaningful relationship
and extend your brand while taking on a meaningful role
with an institution or organization you believe in. It is also
a major responsibility that will require your full attention
and engagement. You will have the opportunity to join with
others and make a difference. You may also be asked to
make difficult decisions with far-reaching implications. You
will definitely be asked to fundraise, and provide oversight
for the nonprofit’s fundraising processes.
In order to make an informed decision, request meetings
with both the board chair and CEO or president. This request
communicates the seriousness you attach to board service.
The answers you receive will let you know what is expected of
you. They will also make visible the organization’s fundraising
strengths and challenges – something you need to know
as many boards now find themselves having to make hard
decisions because of changes in available funding. Note:
if the leadership doesn’t have time to meet with you as a
prospective board member, that may signal their accessibility
and/or the seriousness they attach to board membership. You
may want to think seriously before saying “yes.”
Here are some fundraising related questions to ask. Add or
subtract from the following list as appropriate. Use your list
when meeting with the board chair and CEO.
General questions could include the following: Is the
institution working from a strategic plan? From a fundraising
plan? What are the fundraising needs of the organization
and what will it take to raise the required funds? What
methods of fundraising are being used and how successful
have these been? What percentage of funds is raised using
what methods? What percentage of the budget comes from
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earned income, fees or tuition? What are the opportunities
and challenges the institution faces in the area of fundraising?
Is there a reserve fund or endowment? What is the skill set
of staff responsible for fundraising? What percentage of the
CEO’s time is spent on fundraising? What is the institution’s
fundraising track record over the last five years?
Questions for the board chair could include: What are the
fundraising-related roles and responsibilities of board
members as individuals and as a collective body? Are there
requirements for board members to give and fundraise?
What percentage of annual funds is raised by the board?
Are there orientation sessions to inform and equip board
members for fundraising? What information, training and
support is available to board members? On average, how
much do board members give and raise annually?
Asking these questions can provide you with insights into
the institution’s financial health. They should also open to
the door to an open and candid conversation about the
nonprofit’s fundraising operation and the role you, as a board
member, will be expected to play. You need quantifiable
and qualitative information in order to make an informed
decision. Weigh what you have learned. Most importantly,
use the same analytical skills you would use to evaluate a
potential business partnership. And, be prepared to give
your continuing board service the same quality of attention
you give to your business.
Saying “yes” will open new opportunities for you and your
business. Your community will thank you; other business
leaders will have the opportunity to work closely with you
and learn your personal and business strengths. You will
develop relationships that can grow for years to come.
© Copyright Saad & Shaw. Mel and Pearl Shaw are the owners
of Saad & Shaw. They position nonprofit organizations and
institutions for fundraising success. They are the authors of
How to Solicit a Gift: Turning Prospects into Donors. Visit
them at www.saadandshaw.com or call (901) 522-8727. n
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A DIVERSE APPROACH
TO A COMMON GOAL.
Building relationships. Forging strategic partnerships. Our commitment to working with
small and diverse suppliers is what powers us to be our best. By expanding opportunities for
certified diverse businesses, we can help provide greater value for our customers. And that’s
a connection we’re proud to make.

Atlantic City Electric • Delmarva Power • Pepco

Contracting News

News-Analysis:
GSA Owes $3 Million to Cancelled
Schedules Contractors
By Alice Lipowicz, editor
Contracting News from Set-Aside Alert
June 17, 2013
The General Services Administration’s multiple-award schedules
were in the headlines recently, and not in a good way.
In response to a House committee investigation, the GSA
said it owed $3 million to 1,281 small contractors it had
removed from schedules due to lack of sales.
The payments were due under the GSA’s minimum
guaranteed payment clause, Federal Acquisition Service
Commissioner Thomas Sharpe wrote.
“It became clear that GSA was not adhering to its own
contracts and had not paid the required termination costs to
small businesses for at least five years,” Rep. Sam Graves,
R-MO, chair of the House Small Business Committee, wrote
in a news release on May 16.
It was bad publicity for GSA, for sure. But something seemed
missing; a fuller explanation was needed. Let’s take a closer look.
The payments owed arose from schedules contract clause
I-FSS-106 offering up to $2,500 to contractors cancelled for
lack of sales.
If small businesses were underpaid by $2,500 each, and this
went on for five years, why was no one screaming about it?
“I did not hear a single complaint about it,” said a longtime
specialist in the field.
“I am not sure the contractors realized they were owed money.
Otherwise, they would have been yelling,” Scott Orbach,
president of EZGSA consulting firm, told Set-Aside Alert.
As Orbach explained, small business owners work hard to
gain GSA schedules contracts, and most strive diligently to
make sales. But if they fail to sell anything, they want to
move on to the next thing, and might not realize they are
owed money in the fine print, he said.
But another procurement specialist felt the contractors should
share some of the blame: “The minimum payments clause is
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in the contract and the contractor bears some responsibility for
being aware of what is in their own contract.”
Then there also are questions about how exactly the contractors
were supposed to apply for and receive the payments.
The I-FSS-106 clause states that for the contractors to be eligible
for the minimum payment they must make a timely submission
of GSA Form 72A and of their close-out sales report.
GSA officials, in followup comments to the press, have
suggested that eligible contractors also would need to
explicitly request the guaranteed minimum payment due. That
was the practice in place for many years, they suggested.
“Because of policy dating back several years and several
administrations, some businesses were not compensated
because they had to request the guaranteed minimum
payment to GSA,” Betsaida Alcantara, GSA communications
director, told the Washington Post.
The I-FSS-106 clause, as currently written, does not appear
to specify exactly whether, or how, the contractors must
apply for the guaranteed minimum payment.
“There is no mechanism, or if there is a mechanism, it has
not been highly publicized,” Orbach said.
Still, some observers believe that it’s common sense that the
contractors should have known to send an invoice or to make
a request. “This is the federal government. You just don’t get
paid for anything without an invoice,” a contractor said.
Few or none of the 1,281 contractors owed payments
had sent in an invoice or request, a committee source told
Set-Aside Alert. The panel found 27 contractors who sent
invoices under the clause, and who got paid, the source said.
The GSA now has changed that practice and will no longer
require the payments be requested or invoiced. Going forward,
“GSA will not require contractors to request a guaranteed
minimum payment,” Sharpe wrote in a May 6 letter to the
House committee.
continued on page 22
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THE CENTECH GROUP, Inc.
Our Management Approach

CENTECH performs:
.
• Program
& Acquisition Management Support Services
.
• System
Engineering/Technical Assistance (SETA)
.
• Security
Systems & Services
.
• Web Solution & Services
.
• Business
Operations Support
.
• Computer Data Center Operations

• Help Desk Systems & Services
•
•
•
•
•

Logistics Support Systems & Services
Network & Infrastructure Services
Software Development & Maintenance
Test & Evaluation Services
Training/Knowledge Transfer Systems & Services

• Engineering Services

CENTECH’s Program, Project and Task Added Value Management Approach includes:
• Continuous Performance Improvement Partnership
• Productivity and Quality Assurance Team Member Motivation Program
• Industry best business practices as we are ISO 9001-2008 and ISO/IEC 20000-1:2005
certified and CMMI Maturity Level 3 appraised
...and much more!

InSight
Customer Satisfaction
& Project Performance
Evaluation System

Team Member Service
Support Center

Project Information
Management System

Employee Motivation &
Retention Program

Professional Review &
Individual Development
Evaluation System

Continuous Performance
Improvement Partnership

CSAP
Customer Satisfaction
Assurance Process
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Candidate Information
Management System

For more information please contact:
Fernando V. Galaviz
6402 Arlington Blvd., 10th Floor
Falls Church, VA 22042
(P) 703.525.4444
(F) 703.525.2349
www.centechgroup.com

Performance Award
Manager For Performance
- Based Contracts
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Contracting News
National Association
of Development Companies (NADCO)
and National Association
of Women Business Owners (NAWBO)
Partner To Promote Capital Access for
Women Business Owners
For Immediate Release
Washington, D.C., June 17, 2013) - The National Association
of Development Companies (NADCO) and the National
Association of Women Business Owners (NAWBO)
announced today that they have formed a strategic partnership
to promote capital access and small business lending options
for women business owners and female entrepreneurs.
“Since 1975, NAWBO has been the unified voice of
America’s women-owned businesses representing the
fastest growing segment of the economy and the interests
of all women entrepreneurs across all industries,” said Diane
Tomb, President and CEO of NAWBO. “One of the biggest
impediments to the establishment and growth of womanowned businesses is the lack of access or awareness of
lending options. We are proud to partner together with
NADCO to bring options and training to more women.”
Women play an important role in the U.S. economy: women
own nearly 8 million businesses that employ 13 million
workers and generate $1.2 trillion in sales. According to the
SBA Office of Advocacy, woman-led businesses are one of
the fastest growing groups of entrepreneurial firms.
According to the NAWBO 2013 State of Women-Owned
Business Survey, nearly a quarter of women business
owners did not seek a new loan or line of credit because they
did not believe they would get it. This fear is not unfounded:
loan approval rates for women-owned companies are 15%20% lower than they are for their male-owned counterparts.
“Expanding the opportunity of entrepreneurship for women is vital
to our national success,” added Beth Solomon, President and CEO
of NADCO. “But what’s become clear is that entrepreneurship

needs the fuel of capital for success. Our nationwide network of
nearly 270 Certified Development Companies will work hand-inhand with NAWBO, SBA and other small business leaders and
lenders to ensure that 2013 is the year of the female entrepreneur.”
Over the course of National Small Business Week,
NADCO and NAWBO will be highlighting the role and
accomplishments of female business leaders all across the
country and will continue to work with their members to
empower and equip women small business owners.
About NAWBO®
Founded in 1975, the National Association of Women Business
Owners (NAWBO) propels women entrepreneurs into
economic, social and political spheres of power worldwide
by: strengthening the wealth creating capacity of our
members and promoting economic development within the
entrepreneurial community; creating innovative and effective
change in the business culture; building strategic alliances,
coalitions and affiliations; and transforming public policy and
influencing opinion makers. Learn more at www.nawbo.org.
ABOUT NADCO
The National Association of Development Companies
(NADCO) is the trade association of Certified Development
Companies (CDCs) - nonprofit companies that have been
certified by the Small Business Administration (SBA) to
provide financing for small businesses under the SBA 504
Program. NADCO represents nearly 270 CDCs, serving all
50 states. In 2012, the industry provided $6 billion to nearly
10,000 U.S. small businesses.
www.nawbo.org

continued from page 21

actively removing from the schedules
contractors with little or no sales.

A contributing factor to the lapse is that
GSA, for years, apparently overlooked
low sales. In recent months, with
several strategic sourcing initiatives, the
GSA has switched course and has been

Of 3,330 cancelled contracts that were
reviewed by the House committee,
the GSA said it owed the guaranteed
minimum payments to 1,334 vendors,
including 1,281 small vendors.

n

More information:
House Small Business Committee
press release: http://goo.gl/lnSP1
Thomas Sharpe letter: http://goo.
gl/OoTqt (This story was originally
published in the May 31 edition of SetAside Alert.)
n

Financial News
How Fees Devour
401(k)s
By Walid Petiri
Walid Petiri
Saving money in 401(k)s comes with a few strings attached
– fees. The fees in retirement accounts are probably the
biggest obstacles to saving successfully for retirement, and
many of these fees are undetectable to the untrained eye.

regulations this year. They intend to make indirect plan costs
visible and leave plan participants better informed.

The good news is that new regulations mandate that the fees
be better disclosed. Pay attention to the information. If you
are an employer, the rules impose new requirements on you.

Beginning April 1, the DOL requires 401(k) plan sponsors
to disclose fees and expenses to all plan participants.
Specifically, the expense ratios of the funds within the plan
must be disclosed, along with the amount per $1,000 that it
costs participants to invest in a particular fund.

Let’s look at how fees nibble away at your returns and how
the new disclosures can help:

Business owners’ responsibilities. If you are a retirement
plan sponsor, the new regulations affect you in three ways:

How high are these fees? Typically, 401(k) fees run from
0.25% to 1.5% annually. The fees come right out of the savings
in your account, and there is no requirement to notify you
about them. In the past, when you got your quarterly 401(k)
statement in the mail, you didn’t see a line-item expense
labeled “fees.” That changes this year with the regulations.

• You now have to assume greater degrees of vigilance
and diligence.
• You have a new obligation to gauge the acceptability of
the plan vendor’s fees and costs.
• It is in your best business interest to regularly review
your 401(k) plan, and test it periodically to check that
your employees get the best available offerings from the
plan vendors.

The bulk of these fees are for investment services. Most
401(k)s contain mutual funds, and investors have to pay fees
to the fund managers. Some plans also charge fees for legal,
administrative, record-keeping and even advertising costs.

As a plan fiduciary, you have three ongoing duties required
by the new regulation:

What it costs you. On PBS’s recent Frontline program, The
Retirement Gamble,Vanguard Funds founder John Bogle
provides a chilling example of the harm fees do. He
demonstrates that if the annual fees are 2% and the
investment’s gross returns are 7% annually, then after 50
years, your net return of 5%, also means you lost 61% of
your potential returns because of high fees. Just a single
percentage point difference in fees and expenses leaves you
with significantly less money for retirement.

• Check whether the plan vendor sends you suitable fee
and expense disclosures. This should be routine.
• Review these disclosures to make sure they are
sufficiently transparent to conform to federal law.
• Audit the plan with the input of an independent consultant
to see if the fees are appropriate. See whether the
existing service arrangement is reasonable or if your
employees are getting gouged.

Multiple studies show these fees blindside investors. In 2007,
the Government Accountability Office reported that about
80% of 401(k) plan participants didn’t know how much in
fees they pay. A 2011 AARP survey also found that 62% of
investors didn’t understand the fees that they paid for 401(k)s.

Failing to do this could constitute a breach of your
fiduciary responsibility.

Regulatory changes. To make the 401(k)s more transparent,
the Department of Labor is currently implementing new
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How can you step up and meet these new
responsibilities? Employers now have to look at their 401(k)s
from a holistic perspective. It could be illuminating or dismaying,
as some businesses may learn that a trusted plan vendor has
been less than forthcoming about certain fees and other costs.
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Yes. Send me a subscription to MEA Magazine

Whether you are an individual investor or a
business owner, it doesn›t hurt to ask for
help evaluating your retirement plans. A
good investment advisor will seek to make
sure fiduciary responsibilities are being met
as you implement the necessary steps to
cover all the bases and get the maximum
benefit from every fee that you pay. The
experienced retirement plan consultant can
help employers with an annual audit of the
401(k) fees and expenses, and contribute
insights to help meet these challenges and
obligations with accountability, knowledge,
and confidence.
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Financial News
What Will You Do...
When Bonds Slump?
By Walid Petiri

The death of the 30-year bond bull market, often predicted,
may finally be here. How do you prepare for that? Since
bailing out of bonds altogether is unwise – they are good
ballast for any portfolio – you can buy floating-rate notes,
focus on short-term bonds or structure your bond holdings
using a technique called a ladder.
For at least the last three years, we’ve heard about the
coming end of the grand bond rally. Nothing can last forever.
The bond bull market started in the early 1980s, after the
Federal Reserve’s then-chairman, Paul Volcker, broke the
back of inflation. The 1970s inflation was poison to bonds. As
an antidote to the 2008 catastrophe, the Fed’s bond-buying
stimulus program and its reduction of short-term interest
rates to near zero percent kept the party going.
But for a while, legendary investors Jim Rogers and Bill
Gross have each repeatedly called an end to the bond bull
run. Now we can add a new prominent name to the list.
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas President Richard Fisher,
who June 5 after a speech in Toronto matter-of-factly stated:
“This is the end of a 30-year rally” and “At some point
secular markets change.”
His downbeat comments come on the heels of May’s bond
bust, one of the worst months for the 10-year Treasury since
1950. Thus far June isn’t that good either. The 10-year started
2013 yielding a little over 1.8% and today is just north of
2.2%. For bonds, that is a big increase. Bond prices, which
move in the opposite direction from yields, tumbled.
Mutual fund flows may be anticipating bad times ahead for
bonds. From the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September
2008 through 2012, investors poured $900 billion into bond
funds – and yanked $410 billion from equity funds. The week
ending June 5, bond flows reversed course as investors
removed $8.7 million from bond funds, though not a lot this
could be a harbinger. How many current bondholders will
keep their 10-year or even 30-year Treasuries until maturity,
if rates are rising again?
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While the stock market has had some shaky days of
late, amid talk that the Fed stimulus may taper off, the
Standard and Poor’s 500 is still up a heady 14% this year.
It seems that almost all central bankers want you to buy
stocks – from Japan to Europe they have historic level
rates and are talking about potentially lower rates. If the
stock bull market continues, why would people put their
money into an investment returning slightly more than
2% annually for 10 years?
One factor that keeps investors in bonds is a desire for
portfolio diversification, as protection against stock volatility
and a global downturn. That fear prompts many investors to
play not to lose. But should interest rates rise significantly in
the next few years, current owners of long-term bonds will
be punished anyway.
If bondholders are late to leave the party, they will end up
selling their bonds for market values far less than what they
paid. That means a 30% loss if rates rise three percentage
points from today’s level. Such a move is really just revisiting
customary yields. Way back in 2007, 10-year Treasury notes
yielded around 5%.
What if you want or need to stay in bonds? Some bond
market analysts believe now might be a time to exploit
short-term bonds with laddered maturity dates. Here, you
could put money in Treasuries from one-month up to a year.
As the one-month security, the lowest rung on the ladder
matures, you put the proceeds into new one-year Treasury
bills, whose rate has climbed.
What’s the trade-off in that move? Well, you accept lower
interest rates than you get from longer-maturity Treasuries,
in exchange for a potentially smaller drop in the market value
of your holdings. Rate increases hurt short-term bonds far
less than long-term paper. If you are after higher rates of
return from short-duration bonds, consider investmentgrade corporate bonds without the highest ratings, AAA or
AA. The yield of a two-year A-rated corporate is just under
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1% annually, three times that of an
equivalent Treasury.
Another fixed income option is floating
rate notes, which allow you to take
advantage of rising interest rates. The
interest the yield on a floating rate note
adjusts with movements of a benchmark
interest rate, most frequently Libor or
the U.S. 90-day T-bill, although there are
other benchmarks, too. Typically floating
rate instruments have maturities of 10
years or less.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have
issued these types of investments for
years, as have many large corporations.
The government is getting into this act,
also. The U.S. Treasury Dept., needing
revenue and sensitive to the plight of
bond owners, plans to roll out floatingrate notes by 2014. A floater backed
by the full faith and credit of the U.S.
government would have real appeal – its
yield could be adjusted per movements
in a base interest rate (yet to be selected
by the Treasury). You could hold onto it
for a while instead of getting in and out
of short-term debt instruments, which
runs up transaction costs.
If you hear a train whistling, getting off
the track seems reasonable. So now, is

probably a very good moment to focus
on diversification. Historically, many
investors hedged with gold for a small
part of their portfolios.

stockbroker,
personal
financial
planning and personal banking to
corporate credit, business planning
and consumer lending.

During the 2008-09 bear market in
stocks, gold played the role of the safe
haven. Right now, stocks are much
stronger and gold prices are down.
Both of these downturns illustrate
why many investors feel it is wise
to allocate portfolio assets across
different investment classes.

Mr. Petiri has frequently been heard
on WEAA (88.9 FM) as a financial
commentator, appeared on WMAR-TV
2 regarding the 2008 & 2009 economic
downturn,
and
MTA
Commuter
Connections regarding residential land
development. He has been interviewed
and quoted by the Investment News
magazine, written for the Journal of
Personal Finance, is a frequent contributor
to the IARFC publication, The Register,
Popular Finance (of China), Minority
Enterprise Advocate magazine, and
publishes a monthly financial advice
column called the Foresight. Mr. Petiri was
also quoted in Bankrate.com and currently
writes for the Baltimore Examiner. Most
recently, Walid’s articles can also be
found on Morningstar.com and AdviceIQ.
com. In June 2012, Walid was featured
in SmartCEO Magazine - Baltimore for
the 2012 Top Money Managers Wealth
Management. Walid also serves on the
Finance Committee of Associated Black
Charities and is member of Bethel African
Methodist Episcopal Church. He is a
devoted parent to his son and daughter. n

The most important question: Is that
whistling sound just the wind or…is
the big train bringing the end of the bull
market in bonds leaving the station?
Financial Management Strategies,
LLC (FMS) is a Registered Investment
Advisory firm in the State of Maryland,
providing its advisory services to both
institutions and individuals.
Mr. Petiri is the owner of Financial
Management Strategies, LLC (FMS)
a Registered Investment Advisor
established in the year 2000. His
nearly two decades of financial
experience covers virtually all areas
of finance from tax, insurance,
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Shumaker Report
Can We Afford
Low Price?
By Gary Shumaker
Gary Shumaker, President,
Gary E. Shumaker, Inc.
The federal government has always valued low price, and
well it should. However, there’s a possibility of too much of
a good thing.
For years in recent history, the dominant evaluation
methodology was “best value.” This meant that when the
solicitation was issued, and it described the evaluation
criteria (which the solicitation is required to do in most
cases), it said “best value,” meaning that the government
would tell you in the solicitation what non-price factors
were important and how important each factor was,
and the scored evaluations on these factors would be
balanced against price to determine the winner. The
implication was that the government was willing to pay
more for better value. In practice, in many competitions,
the scoring of the non-price factors tended to cluster
pretty closely together, so price became relatively more
important. The government would pay more for better
value, but, at least in most cases, not a whole lot more.
In recent months, however, many companies report that
customers won’t pay anything more for better value; that
so-called “best value” competitions are way too frequently
decided in favor of the lower price.
More blatant is the sudden emergence of “low price
technically acceptable (LPTA)” as the evaluation
methodology. For all intents and purposes, when proposals
are received, the government can look at the prices and
pick the cheapest one, read it to find out if it’s “technically
acceptable,” and if it is, make the award without reading the
other proposals beyond the price page.
This might be a good way to buy aspirin tablets. After all, an
aspirin table is an aspirin tablet. If it’s technically acceptable,
why not buy the cheapest one?
It might not be such a good methodology for buying
professional services. It means that if a bidder can offer
something more than was required in the solicitation,
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even if it’s something like more experienced personnel, if
it causes his price to be $1 higher, he gets penalized, or
more specifically, he doesn’t even get the proposal that he
invested so heavily in, read.
A side problem is that contracting officers who
understand the implications of this methodology
(giving the benefit of the doubt) aren’t doing a good
job of explaining it to their customers, the government
program managers who actually want work done. That’s
the only explanation for the fact that you continue to
see extensive highly subjective requirements in the nonprice proposal requirements.
So, everybody is bidding low. Probably in many cases, too
low. So low that they won’t be able to perform. When
the base period is up, the government folks will sit around
asking each other why the program is in trouble. Of course,
the government could decide that the situation is so bad that
they don’t want to exercise the option.
But the reality of it is that the decision to not exercise an
option needs to be made at least months before the base
period is up. When the decision is made, a contracting
officer needs to write a new solicitation, hopefully not just
a cut-and-paste that will result in a repeat of the same
problems. Then he needs to synopsize and publish the
solicitation. He needs to allow some period of time for
interested contractors to respond. When he gets the
proposals in, he needs to convene a group to evaluate
them. Probably he needs to get a legal review before the
decision is announced.
After the decision is announced, there’s a possibility
of a protest with a 90-day stay of the starting date. If
the protest is resolved in favor of the government,
work can start. If the protest decision goes against the
government, who knows? Worst case, maybe a whole
new solicitation.
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Not to mention the problem of
workload. Most contracting offices
are staffed, more or less, with enough
contracting officers to award most
of the contracts they need every five
years. If significant numbers of them
need to be re-awarded more frequently,
the workload goes up.
No problem, hire more contracting
officers, right? But the only way you

continued from page 19
In today’s highly competitive global
business environment, the business
owner will have to focus on their
personal strengths in order to outsmart,
out-problem solve, and outperform
current and future competitors. For
example, you really like to network and
meet new prospects, but don’t like to
keep up with monthly reporting. Let’s
face it, you are always going to happily
do the things you like to do and put off
the tasks you dread doing. Hire smart
and have someone more qualified to
do this tasks, such as a local part-time
employee, a virtual assistant or an
outsourced solution.
The solution is going to be based on
the type and the size of the task to
be outsourced. If you are looking for
someone to manage your workforce
and handle training and development,
a more comprehensive solution is
a better choice. In this stage, you
should delegate most of the day-today business functions. If you hate
the day-to-day bookkeeping, then hire
a qualified bookkeeper to manage
this portion of the business. Use your
Job Mapping process to show them
what you have done in the past and
what your expectations are moving
forward. Delegating does not mean
that you no longer are responsible
for that job function. As the business
owner, you remain responsible for the
accuracy of all business functions, so
you must inspect what you expect. In
your role as Business Manager, there
are several key productivity indicators
(KPI’s) that you should keep your eye
on to ensure your business’ success.
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can get a contracting officer with
20 years of experience is, fight, you
guessed it, start one now and come
back in 20 years.
Can we really afford the lowest priced
solutions?
Gary E. Shumaker is the founder
and senior consultant for Gary E.
Shumaker, Inc. He has spent 20 years

One critical KPI is your money. Create
process controls so that you know
where, when and how your money is
being spent. And, never delegate the
signing of your business checks at this
stage of your business.
As your business continues to grow,
you will hire more people to meet your
customer’s needs and to get things
done.
Depending on the industry,
ideally you should have no more than
five to seven people reporting directly
to you. Once you have more than
seven employees reporting directly to
you, you will need to hire a manager to
allow you to transition to your new role
of Business Leader.
As the business leader, you are
responsible to coach your people
to achieve your expected level of
business excellence.
Talking with
your team, explaining the reasons for
your decisions and showing them your
expectations is key to your business
success. Your task at this stage is
to bring cohesiveness to your team.
Remember to reward your team for
work well done. Give complements
honestly and freely. Let them know
that you care about them and they
will care about your business. Even
through these cost-cutting years, there
are ways to create an environment of
inclusion among your workers. I have
used ‘potluck’ lunches and pizza Fridays
as ways to encourage camaraderie
among my team. Set high standards
of excellence, yet don’t be afraid to
laugh and have fun too.
Use your unique strengths and
abilities to support your team and
your business. Never delegate faceto-face contact with your customers
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inside government and nearly 25
years in the industry as an executive,
business developer, chief operating
officer and chief executive officer for
multiple small companies in the federal
contracting market. He helps small
companies develop the intellectual
infrastructure to succeed in the federal
marketplace. For more information,
visit garyeshumaker.net or email gary.
shumaker@c2sginc.com.
n

or your frontline workers because
each will keep you grounded on
the real issues in the business. The
economy and the overall business
environment are constantly changing
and your business needs to react to
those changes. In addition to those
changes, our lives and lifestyles
are changing as well. Review your
business objectives and goals
quarterly to make sure they align
with the business climate and any
personal changes in your priorities.
I enjoy being a small business owner
and assisting other business owners to
help their businesses thrive. Too often,
I see business owners letting their
businesses take over their lives. Don’t
let that happen to you. By creating
systems, delegating, and coaching
your team, you’ll be able to spend
more time growing your business and
less time working in it.

About the Author
Since 1985, Michelle Benjamin,
founder & CEO of Benjamin
Enterprises and TalentReady has
served a broad range of industries and
government at all levels. Her clients
have ranged from corporate giants like
Anheuser-Busch, Kohl’s Distribution,
Consolidated Edison, General Electric,
Entergy and United Parcel Service.
Services
can
include
strategic
process enhancements and talent
management to increase productivity
and the capabilities of employees.
To reach Michelle Benjamin, contact her
at mbenjamin@BenjaminEnterprises.
n
com or 800.677.2532.
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PACE Consulting has be en ser ving the Washing ton DC
Metropolitan area for several years and delivers behavioral health
solution to individuals, organizations and government agencies
through counseling, education, management and training.
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Contact Information
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Government News
Agriculture Secretary Vilsack Announces
Investments to Promote Business
Development, Create Jobs in 11 States
Release No. 0101.13
Contact: Office of Communications (202) 720-4623
WASHINGTON, May 22, 2013 – Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack today announced that loans and grant funds will be
provided to applicants in 11 states to support businesses,
improve the quality of medical care, and create or save
hundreds of jobs. Funding is provided through USDA’s Rural
Economic Development Loan and Grant program. The United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) remains focused
on carrying out its mission, despite a time of significant
budget uncertainty. Today’s announcement is one part of the
Department’s efforts to strengthen the rural economy.
“Investing in rural America is essential to continuing the
economic revitalization we are seeing today,” said Vilsack.
“The funding announced today will help support the Obama
Administration’s vision by providing our rural communities
with resources to support small businesses, improve public
facilities, and create new, sustainable jobs.”
For example, USDA will provide a grant and loan to East
Mississippi Electric Power Association in Clarke County,
Miss. The Clarke County Board of Supervisors will construct
and equip a 10,860 sq. ft. workforce education building that
will be operated by Jones Junior College in Stonewall.
Western Illinois Electrical Cooperative will use economic
development funds to assist in the construction of a medical
clinic for Memorial Hospital in Carthage. The hospital’s longterm plan is to create a state-of-the-art medical campus. The
clinic will create 25 jobs and save 20 existing positions.
Funding of each recipient is contingent upon the recipient
meeting the conditions for the grant or loan. The following is
a complete list of recipients announced today.
Georgia
• Three Notch Electric Membership Corporation; $1,000,000
loan. Construct and equip a 25,000 ton capacity feed mill.
Iowa
• Interstate 35 Telephone Company d/b/a Interstate
Communications; $1,000,000 loan. Construct a
distribution facility.
• Central Iowa Power Cooperative; $1,000,000 loan.
Construct a college dormitory in Creston.
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Illinois
• Western Illinois Electrical Cooperative; $1,000,000 loan,
$300,000 grant. Construct a medical clinic for a hospital.
• Western Illinois Electrical Cooperative; $1,000,000 loan.
Renovation for expansion of a business.
• Western Illinois Electrical Cooperative; $1,000,000 loan,
$300,000 grant. To assist in the construction of a Memory
Care/Dementia facility for the Hancock County Senior
Services Association.
Kansas
• DS&O Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Inc.;
$1,000,000 loan. Expansion of nursing home/assisted
living facility.
• Bluestem Electric Cooperative, Inc.; $80,000 loan.
Business expansion and purchase office equipment.
• Butler Rural Electric Cooperative Association, Inc.;
$1,000,000 loan. Expansion of a local business.
Kentucky
• Jackson Energy Cooperative Corporation; $1,000,000 loan.
Purchase 33,500 sq. ft. industrial manufacturing building.
Minnesota
• Stearns Electric Association; $1,000,000 loan. Finance
expansion of a business.
Mississippi
• East Mississippi Electric Power Association; $1,000,000
loan, $300,000 grant. Construct and equip a 10,860 sq. ft.
workforce education building.
•S
 inging River Electric Power Association; $1,000,000 loan.
Purchase 89 acres of real estate and infrastructure-related costs.
•S
 outhern Pine Electric Power Association; $375,000 loan. To
help construct a 5,000 sq. ft. educational classroom to expand
educational facilities for Simpson County Academy, Inc.
Montana
• Triangle Telephone Cooperative Association, Inc.; $678,400
loan. Purchase printing equipment.
North Dakota
• Burke-Divide Electric Cooperative, Inc.; $1,000,000 loan.
Construct a farm equipment facility.
South Carolina
• Palmetto Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; $993,200
loan. Purchase real estate/improvements to create a
community commercial kitchen.
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Utah
• City of Eagle Mountain Power Company; $1,000,000 loan,
$300,000 grant. Construct a 12,800 sq. ft. office building.
• Brigham City Corporation; $1,000,000 loan. Assist in
construction of a hotel.
President Obama’s plan for rural America has brought about
historic investment and resulted in stronger rural communities.
Under the President’s leadership, these investments in
housing, community facilities, businesses and infrastructure
have empowered rural America to continue leading the way
– strengthening America’s economy, small towns and rural
communities. USDA’s investments in rural communities
support the rural way of life that stands as the backbone of our
American values. President Obama and Agriculture Secretary
Vilsack are committed to a smarter use of Federal resources
to foster sustainable economic prosperity and ensure the
government is a strong partner for businesses, entrepreneurs
and working families in rural communities.
USDA, through its Rural Development mission area, has
a portfolio of programs designed to improve the economic

stability of rural communities, businesses, residents, farmers
and ranchers and improve the quality of life in rural America.
USDA has made a concerted effort to deliver results
for the American people, even as USDA implements
sequestration – the across-the-board budget reductions
mandated under terms of the Budget Control Act. USDA
has already undertaken historic efforts since 2009 to save
more than $828 million in taxpayer funds through targeted,
common-sense budget reductions. These reductions have
put USDA in a better position to carry out its mission, while
implementing sequester budget reductions in a fair manner
that causes as little disruption as possible.

USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. To file
a complaint of discrimination, write: USDA, Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Office of Adjudication, 1400
Independence Ave., SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call
(866) 632-9992 (Toll-free Customer Service), (800) 877-8339
(Local or Federal relay), (866) 377-8642 (Relay voice users). n

Wal-Mart Pleads Guilty To Federal Environmental Crimes and Civil Violations and Will
Pay More Than $81 Million
Retailer admits violating criminal and civil laws designed to protect water
quality and to ensure proper handling of hazardous wastes and pesticides
CONTACT:
Dale Kemery (News media only)
kemery.dale@epa.gov
202-564-7839
202-564-4355
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 28, 2013
WASHINGTON – Wal-Mart Stores Inc. pleaded guilty today
in cases filed by federal prosecutors in Los Angeles and San
Francisco to six counts of violating the Clean Water Act by
illegally handling and disposing of hazardous materials at its
retail stores across the United States. The Bentonville, Ark.based company also pleaded guilty today in Kansas City, Mo.,
to violating the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide
Act (FIFRA) by failing to properly handle pesticides that had
been returned by customers at its stores across the country.
As a result of the three criminal cases brought by the Justice
Department, as well as a related civil case filed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Wal-Mart will pay
approximately $81.6 million for its unlawful conduct. Coupled
with previous actions brought by the states of California and
Missouri for the same conduct, Wal-Mart will pay a combined
total of more than $110 million to resolve cases alleging
violations of federal and state environmental laws.
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According to documents filed in U.S. District Court in San
Francisco, from a date unknown until January 2006, WalMart did not have a program in place and failed to train its
employees on proper hazardous waste management and
disposal practices at the store level. As a result, hazardous
wastes were either discarded improperly at the store level
– including being put into municipal trash bins or, if a liquid,
poured into the local sewer system – or they were improperly
transported without proper safety documentation to one of six
product return centers located throughout the United States.
“By improperly handling hazardous waste, pesticides and
other materials in violation of federal laws, Wal-Mart put
the public and the environment at risk and gained an unfair
economic advantage over other companies,” said Ignacia
S. Moreno, Assistant Attorney General for the Justice
Department’s Environment and Natural Resources Division.
“Today, Wal-Mart acknowledged responsibility for violations
of federal laws and will pay significant fines and penalties,
which will, in part, fund important environmental projects
in the communities impacted by the violations and help
prevent future harm to the environment.”
“Federal laws that address the proper handling, storage
and disposal of hazardous wastes exist to safeguard our
environment and protect the public from harm,” said André
Birotte Jr., the U.S. Attorney for the Central District of California.
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“Retailers like Wal-Mart that generate hazardous waste have
a duty to legally and safely dispose of that hazardous waste,
and dumping it down the sink was neither legal nor safe. The
case against Wal-Mart is designed to ensure compliance with
our nation’s environmental laws now and in the future.”
“As one of the largest retailers in the United States, Wal-Mart
is responsible not only for the stock on its shelves, but also for
the significant amount of hazardous materials that result from
damaged products returned by customers,” said Melinda
Haag, U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of California.
“The crimes in these cases stem from Wal-Mart’s failure to
comply with the regulations designed to ensure the proper
handling, storage, and disposal of those hazardous materials
and waste. With its guilty plea today, Wal-Mart is in a position
to be an industry leader by ensuring that not only Wal-Mart,
but all retail stores properly handle their waste.”
“This tough financial penalty holds Wal-Mart accountable for
its reckless and illegal business practices that threatened both
the public and the environment,” said Tammy Dickinson, U.S.
Attorney for the Western District of Missouri. “Truckloads of
hazardous products, including more than 2 million pounds of
pesticides, were improperly handled under Wal-Mart’s contract.
Today’s criminal fine should send a message to companies of
all sizes that they will be held accountable to follow federal
environmental laws. Additionally, Wal-Mart’s community
service payment will fund important environmental projects in
Missouri to help prevent such abuses in the future.”
“The FBI holds all companies, regardless of size, to the
same standards,” said FBI Special Agent in Charge David
J. Johnson of the San Francisco Field Office. “We will
continue to work closely with our law enforcement partners
to ensure there is a level playing field for all businesses and
that everyone follows the rules.”
“Today Wal-Mart is taking responsibility for violating laws
that protect people from hazardous wastes and chemicals,”
said Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. “Walmart is
committing to safe handling of hazardous wastes at all of its
facilities nationwide, and action that will benefit communities
across the country.”
Wal-Mart owns more than 4,000 stores nationwide that
sell thousands of products which are flammable, corrosive,
reactive, toxic or otherwise hazardous under federal law. The
products that contain hazardous materials include pesticides,
solvents, detergents, paints, aerosols and cleaners. Once
discarded, these products are considered hazardous waste
under federal law.
Wal-Mart pleaded guilty this morning in San Francisco to six
misdemeanor counts of negligently violating the Clean Water
Act. The six criminal charges were filed by the U.S. Attorney’s
Office in Los Angeles and San Francisco (each office filed
three charges), and the two cases were consolidated in the
Northern District of California, where the guilty pleas were
formally entered before U.S. Magistrate Judge Joseph C.
Spero. As part of a plea agreement filed in California, WalMart was sentenced to pay a $40 million criminal fine and an
additional $20 million that will fund various community service
projects, including opening a $6 million Retail Compliance
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Assistance Center that will help retail stores across the nation
learn how to properly handle hazardous waste.
In the third criminal case resolved today, Wal-Mart pleaded
guilty in the Western District of Missouri to violating FIFRA.
According to a plea agreement filed in Kansas City, beginning
in 2006, Wal-Mart began sending certain damaged household
products, including regulated solid and liquid pesticides, from
its six return centers to Greenleaf LLC, a recycling facility
located in Neosho, Mo., where the products were processed
for reuse and resale. Because Wal-Mart employees failed to
provide adequate oversight of the pesticides sent to Greenleaf,
regulated pesticides were mixed together and offered for sale
to customers without the required registration, ingredients,
or use information, which constitutes a violation of FIFRA.
Between July 2006 and February 2008, Wal-Mart trucked more
than 2 million pounds of regulated pesticides and additional
household products from its various return centers to Greenleaf.
In November 2008, Greenleaf was also convicted of a FIFRA
violation and paid a criminal penalty of $200,000 in 2009.
Pursuant to the plea agreement filed in Missouri and accepted
today by U.S. District Judge John T. Maughmer, Wal-Mart
agreed to pay a criminal fine of $11 million and to pay another
$3 million to the Missouri Department of Natural Resources,
which will go to that agency’s Hazardous Waste Program and
will be used to fund further inspections and education on
pesticide regulations for regulators, the regulated community
and the public. In addition, Wal-Mart has already spent more
than $3.4 million to properly remove and dispose of all
hazardous material from Greenleaf’s facility.
In conjunction with today’s guilty pleas in the three criminal
cases, Wal-Mart has agreed to pay a $7.628 million civil
penalty that will resolve civil violations of FIFRA and
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). In addition
to the civil penalties, Wal-Mart is required to implement a
comprehensive, nationwide environmental compliance
agreement to manage hazardous waste generated at its
stores. The agreement includes requirements to ensure
adequate environmental personnel and training at all levels
of the company, proper identification and management of
hazardous wastes, and the development and implementation
of Environmental Management Systems at its stores
and return centers. Compliance with this agreement is a
condition of probation imposed in the criminal cases.
The criminal cases announced today are a result of
investigations conducted by the FBI and the EPA, which
received substantial assistance from the California
Department of Substance and Toxics Control, and the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
In Missouri, the case was prosecuted by Deputy U.S.
Attorney Gene Porter and ENRD Senior Trial Attorney Jennifer
Whitfield of the Environmental Crimes Section of the
Environment and Natural Resources Division. In California,
the cases were prosecuted in Los Angeles by Assistant U.S.
Attorney Joseph O. Johns and in San Francisco by Assistant
U.S. Attorney Stacey Geis.
More information about the case: URL http://www.epa.gov/
n
enforcement/waste/cases/walmart.html
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Ex-Im Bank Adds to Record-Level Support
for American Satellite Industry, Authorizes
$343.3 Million Loan Financing AsiaSat’s
Purchase of Communications Satellites
and Launch Services
Latest Ex-Im Satellite Authorization Supports an Estimated 2,400 U.S. Jobs
Media Contact: Linda Formella, (202) 565-3200
For Immediate Release: June 3, 2013
Washington, D.C. – The Export-Import Bank of the United States
(Ex-Im Bank) has authorized a $343.3 million direct loan to Asia
Satellite Telecommunications Co. Ltd. (AsiaSat) to finance the
purchase of two communications satellites designed and built
by Space Systems/Loral LLC (SSL) in Palo Alto, Calif.
AsiaSat 6, a C-band satellite, and AsiaSat 8, a mixed Ku/
Ka-band satellite, are being manufactured by SSL under
a contract that was announced in November 2011. The
launches are planned for the first half of 2014.
Ex-Im Bank’s financing also will support launch services
supplied by Space Exploration Technologies Corp. (SpaceX)
in Hawthorne, Calif., and launch insurance from Marsh USA
Inc. in New York, N.Y.
Ex-Im’s satellite financing is its fastest-growing portfolio. In
Fiscal Year 2013 to date, the Bank has authorized $891 million
in support of U.S. satellites and related services. Ex-Im Bank
has financed approximately 60 percent of U.S. commercial
satellite sales in the last three years.
“The satellite industry is the quintessential 21stcentury business. Worldwide demand for satellite-based
telecommunications is expanding, and with Ex-Im’s support,
more and more of these satellites are made in America. ExIm Bank’s financing of these SSL communications satellites
and SpaceX launch services is further expanding the global
reach of U.S. satellite companies and helping to sustain
thousands of jobs in California and New York,” said Ex-Im
Bank Chairman and President Fred P. Hochberg.
The export sale is supporting approximately 2,400 U.S. jobs,
according to an Ex-Im Bank estimate derived from U.S.
Departments of Commerce and Labor data and methodology.
“More than half of the communications satellites built at SSL
in Palo Alto are manufactured for export,” said SSL President
John Celli. “We appreciate Ex-Im Bank’s support of U.S.manufacturers and the space industry. The satellites that we
are providing to AsiaSat help create jobs and keep hundreds of
highly skilled engineers, technicians and managers employed.”
AsiaSat is a satellite operator headquartered in Hong Kong
that was established in 1988 and currently has a fleet of
four satellites that provide transponder capacity for services
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in more than 50 countries across the Asia-Pacific region,
covering over two-thirds of the world’s population. AsiaSat
provides telecommunications operators and end-users with
services that include voice networks, private very smallaperture terminal (VSAT) networks and broadband multimedia
services. The company also serves more than 150 public and
private television and radio broadcasters worldwide that offer
in excess of 450 television and radio channels.
SSL is a satellite and space-systems manufacturer that
currently has more satellite capacity on orbit than any
other manufacturer. Beginning with the world’s first activerepeater communications satellite launched in 1960, SSL has
manufactured more than 250 satellites. The company has
2,800 employees at its manufacturing facility in Palo Alto, Calif.
SpaceX designs, manufactures and launches advanced
rockets and spacecraft. The company was founded in 2002
to advance space transportation and today provides services
with its family of Falcon launch vehicles and Dragon spacecraft,
which have delivered cargo to and from the International
Space Station. The company has more than 3,000 employees
in California, Texas, Washington, D.C., and Florida.

ABOUT EX-IM BANK:
Ex-Im Bank is an independent federal agency that creates and
maintains U.S. jobs by filling gaps in private export financing
at no cost to American taxpayers. In the past five years (from
FY 2008), Ex-Im Bank has earned for U.S. taxpayers nearly
$1.6 billion above the cost of operations. The Bank provides
a variety of financing mechanisms, including working capital
guarantees, export-credit insurance and financing to help
foreign buyers purchase U.S. goods and services.
In FY 2012, Ex-Im Bank authorized a record-breaking
$1.4 billion to finance exports of U.S.-manufactured
communications satellites, an increase of nearly 8 percent
over the previous record of $1.3 billion authorized for these
types of exports in FY 2011.
Ex-Im Bank approved $35.8 billion in total authorizations in FY
2012 – an all-time Ex-Im record. This total includes more than
$6.1 billion directly supporting small-business export sales
– also an Ex-Im record. Ex-Im Bank’s total authorizations are
supporting an estimated $50 billion in U.S. export sales and
approximately 255,000 American jobs in communities across
n
the country. For more information, visit www.exim.gov.
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EPA Announces More Than $3 Million in
Environmental Workforce Development
and Job Training Grants to Help
Facilitate Environmental Stewardship
and Cleanup Across the Country
CONTACT:
Enesta Jones
jones.enesta@epa.gov
202-564-7873, 202-564-4355
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 13, 2013

WASHINGTON –Today the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is announcing the selection of 16 grantees for a
total award of $3.2 million through the agency’s Environmental
Workforce Development and Job Training (EWDJT) Program.
The grants support local work to recruit, train, and place
unemployed individuals in jobs that address environmental
challenges in their communities. By providing Americans in
economically disadvantaged communities with environmental
job training, EWDJT grants promote environmental justice
by equipping trainees with environmental health and safety
certifications while creating a locally skilled workforce that
advances local economies. Rather than filling jobs with
contractors from distant cities, EWDJT grants provide
employment opportunities for local residents to participate in
the revitalization of their communities.
“These grants are provided to local community job training
organizations that have demonstrated partnerships with
employers who have expressed a willingness to interview
and hire graduates. I am happy to continue to support this
important and tremendously successful EPA program that has
successfully placed more than 71 percent of program graduates
in environmental careers since the program’s inception in
1998,” said Mathy Stanislaus, assistant administrator for EPA’s
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. “Graduates
are well respected in their communities and many have
secured employment in jobs in environmental firms such as
response and cleanup, clean energy installation, wastewater
treatment, and environmental health and safety.”
The EWDJT Program is unique because graduates are
provided with a wide range of skills and certifications that
improve their ability to secure not only short-term work, but
full-time careers in the environmental field. The program also
underscores President Obama’s call to strengthen job training
across the United States. Program graduates acquire training
and certifications in a variety of areas, such as: Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) hazardous waste
operations (HAZWOPER), CPR and first-aid, confined space
entry, chemical safety, lead and asbestos abatement, landfill
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management, wastewater treatment facility operations and
stormwater management, brownfields assessment and
cleanup, Superfund site-specific cleanup, leaking underground
storage tank removal, electronics recycling, emergency
response and disaster site worker certification, clean energy
and solar installation, weatherization, native plant revegetation
and landscaping, oil spill cleanup, heavy machinery operations
and hazardous waste transport (HAZMAT), and uranium minetailings cleanup and mine-scarred land remediation.
As of May 2013, more than 11,000 Americans have completed
training through the support of the EWDJT Program, of
which, more than 8,000 have obtained employment in
the environmental field. Individuals who have completed
the training include unemployed, low-income and minority
residents of all age groups, as well as veterans, single
mothers, ex-offenders, dislocated workers who have lost
their jobs as a result of manufacturing plant closures, and
other individuals with significant barriers to employment.
The 16 grantees for Fiscal Year 2013 are:
• Northwest Regional Workforce Investment Board,
Connecticut – Plans to train 42 students, and place 40
graduates in environmental jobs.
• Merrimack Valley Workforce Investment Board,
Massachusetts – Plans to train 45 students, and place 31
graduates in environmental jobs.
• The Fortune Society, Inc., New York – Plans to train 45
students and place 33 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Pathways-VA, Inc., Virginia – Plans to train 40 students and
place 32 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Florida State College at Jacksonville, Fla. – Plans to train
60 students and place 45 graduates in environmental jobs.
• OAI, Inc., Illinois – Plans to train 45 students and place 40
graduates in environmental jobs.
• EmployIndy, Indiana – Plans to train 48 students and place
at least 36 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Mott Community College, Michigan – Plans to train 51
students and place 36 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Southern University at Shreveport, La. – Plans to train 60
students and place 55 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Rose State College, Oklahoma – Plans to train 95 students
and place 70 graduates in environmental jobs.
• St. Louis Community College, Missouri - Plans to train 81
students and place 55 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Northern Arizona University, Arizona – Plans to train 36
students and place 35 graduates in environmental jobs.
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• City of Oxnard, California - Plans to train 55 students and
place 45 graduates in environmental jobs.
• City of Richmond, California – Plans to train 60 students
and place 45 graduates in environmental jobs.
• Zender Environmental Health and Research Group, Alaska
– Plans to train 32 students and place 28 graduates in
environmental jobs.

• City of Tacoma, Washington - Plans to train 54 students
and place 39 graduates in environmental jobs.

More information on EPA’s Environmental Workforce
Development and Job Training Grants Program: http://www.
epa.gov/brownfields/pilot_grants.htm
n

EPA Survey Shows
$384 Billion Needed for Drinking
Water Infrastructure by 2030
CONTACT:
Stacy Kika (News Media Only)
Kika.stacy@epa.gov
202-564-0906, 202-564-4355
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 4, 2013

WASHINGTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) today released results of a survey showing that $384
billion in improvements are needed for the nation’s drinking
water infrastructure through 2030 for systems to continue
providing safe drinking water to 297 million Americans.
EPA’s fifth Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey and
Assessment identifies investments needed over the next
20 years for thousands of miles of pipes and thousands
of treatment plants, storage tanks and water distribution
systems, which are all vital to public health and the
economy. The national total of $384 billion includes the
needs of 73,400 water systems across the country, as well
as American Indian and Alaska Native Village water systems.
“A safe and adequate supply of drinking water in our homes,
schools and businesses is essential to the health and
prosperity of every American,” said EPA Acting Administrator
Bob Perciasepe. “The survey EPA released today shows that
the nation’s water systems have entered a rehabilitation and
replacement era in which much of the existing infrastructure
has reached or is approaching the end of its useful life. This
is a major issue that must be addressed so that American
families continue to have the access they need to clean and
healthy water sources.”
The survey, required under the Safe Drinking Water Act to
be submitted to Congress every four years by EPA, was
developed in consultation with all 50 states and the Navajo
Nation.The survey looked at the funding and operational needs
of more than 3,000 public drinking water systems across the
United States, including those in Tribal communities, through
an extensive questionnaire. In many cases, drinking water
infrastructure was reported to be 50-100 years old.
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The assessment shows that improvements are primarily
needed in:
- Distribution and transmission: $247.5 billion to replace or
refurbish aging or deteriorating lines
- Treatment: $72.5 billion to construct, expand or rehabilitate
infrastructure to reduce contamination
-
Storage: $39.5 billion to construct, rehabilitate or cover
finished water storage reservoirs
-
Source: $20.5 billion to construct or rehabilitate intake
structures, wells and spring collectors
EPA allocates Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
grants to states based on the finding of the assessment.
These funds help states to provide low-cost financing
to public water systems for infrastructure improvements
necessary to protect public health and comply with
drinking water regulations.
Since its inception in 1997, the Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund has provided close to $15 billion in grants
to all 50 states and Puerto Rico to improve drinking water
treatment, transmission and distribution. The Drinking
Water State Revolving Fund program has also provided
more than $5.5 billion to protect drinking water in
disadvantaged communities.
EPA is committed to utilizing the tools provided under
the Safe Drinking Water Act to assist states and to better
target resources and technical assistance toward managing
the nation’s drinking water infrastructure. In addition to
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund grants, EPA awarded
nearly $15 million in funding in 2012 to provide training
and technical assistance to small drinking and wastewater
systems – those serving fewer than 10,000 people – and
to private well owners to improve small system operations
and management practices and to promote sustainability.
EPA also works with states, municipalities and water
utilities to strengthen the resiliency of drinking water
systems against the potential impacts of severe weather
events and climate change.
More information:
dwsrf/index.cfm

http://water.epa.gov/grants_funding/
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EPA Reaches Agreement
with SunCoke Energy for Clean Air
Violations at Plants in Illinois and Ohio
CONTACT:
Dale Kemery (News media only)
kemery.dale@epa.gov
202-564-7839, 202-564-4355
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 26, 2013

WASHINGTON – SunCoke Energy Inc. and two of its subsidiaries
have agreed to pay $1.995 million to resolve alleged Clean Air
Act violations of emission limits at the Gateway Energy and
Coke plant in Granite City, Ill., and the Haverhill Coke plant in
Franklin Furnace, Ohio, announced the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the Justice Department.
The companies will also spend $255,000 on a lead abatement
project in southern Illinois to reduce lead hazards in owneroccupied low income residences with priority given to families
with young children or pregnant women. The companies will
pay a penalty of $1.27 million to the United States, $575,000
to the State of Illinois, and $150,000 to the State of Ohio.
Illinois and Ohio are co-plaintiffs in this case.
“The substantial upgrades required by today’s settlement
will reduce air pollution that can harm public health and the
environment,” said Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for
EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance.
“EPA is committed to reducing toxic air pollution from sources
that have an impact on the health of communities.”
“This settlement is good news for communities in Illinois and
Ohio, who will benefit from these substantial reductions in
harmful air pollution and enjoy cleaner, healthier air to breathe
for many years to come,” said Acting Assistant Attorney General
Robert G. Dreher. “It also reflects our continuing commitment
to protecting the people and environment of the United States
through the vigorous enforcement of the Clean Air Act.”

ensure that hot coking gases are routed to pollution control
equipment and not vented directly into the atmosphere. If
future emissions exceed the requisite threshold at a third
facility, in Middletown, Ohio, then SunCoke will have to install
an additional HRSG at that facility to prevent uncontrolled
venting of coking gases. They will also spend an estimated
$700,000 on equipment to continuously monitor sulfur dioxide
(SO2) emissions at the Gateway and Haverhill facilities.
Further, the companies have agreed to accept more stringent
emission limits than required in their current permits for SO2
and particulate matter, and, in the case of the Gateway Facility,
lead. SO2 contributes to acid rain and exacerbates respiratory
illness, particularly in children and the elderly. Exposure to
particulate pollution has been linked to health impacts that
include decreased lung function, aggravated asthma, and
premature death in people with heart or lung disease.
The primary violations alleged relate to excessive bypass
venting of hot coking gases directly to the atmosphere,
resulting in excess SO2 and particulate matter emissions
from the facilities’ waste heat and main stacks, in violation
of applicable permit limits. Coke oven emissions are known
human carcinogens. Chronic (long-term) exposure in humans
can result in conjunctivitis, severe dermatitis, and lesions of
the respiratory system and digestive system. The additional
equipment installed at the facilities will result in estimated
emissions reductions of more than 1200 tons per year of
SO2, over 130 tons per year of particulate matter, 252 tons
per year of hydrochloric and sulfuric acid gases, and more
than 1800 pounds per year of lead.
Both facilities are located in areas that do not meet federal
health-based standards for soot. The Illinois facility is located
in an area that also does not meet the federal air pollution
standard for lead.

“This settlement provides a long-term solution to protect air
quality and control emissions,” said Ohio Attorney General
Mike DeWine. “We will continue to work with other agencies
to protect Ohio families from environmental harm.”

Reducing illegal emissions of toxic air pollutants at facilities
that have a significant impact on air quality and health in
communities is one of EPA’s national enforcement priorities.
Excess emissions from chemical plants and other industries
can result in releases of hazardous air pollutants, or air toxics
that are known or suspected to cause cancer, birth defects,
and seriously impact the environment.

“The facility upgrades and stricter emission limits mandated
in this settlement will dramatically reduce harmful pollution
levels and improve overall air quality in the communities
surrounding these facilities,” said Illinois Attorney General
Lisa Madigan.

The consent decree, lodged in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Illinois, is subject to a 30-day public
comment period and approval by the federal court. It is
available on the Justice Department website at www.usdoj.
gov/enrd/Consent_Decrees.html

In addition, the companies will spend approximately $100
million at the two heat-recovery coking facilities to install
equipment known as heat-recovery steam generators to

More information about the case: http://www.epa.gov/
n
enforcement/air/cases/suncoke.html
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USDA Announces A Notice of
Contract Proposals to Support
Advanced Biofuels Production
Release No. 0123.13
Contact:
Jay Fletcher (202) 690-0498

WASHINGTON, June 11, 2013 – Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack today announced the availability of up to $98.6 million to
support the production of advanced biofuels, and an opportunity
for eligible producers to submit applications. USDA remains
focused on carrying out its mission, despite a time of significant
budget uncertainty. Today’s announcement is one part of the
Department’s efforts to strengthen the rural economy.
“The United States is on the path to a cleaner, more secure
energy future,” Vilsack said. “By helping producers to support
and expand the production of advanced biofuels, USDA is
ensuring that Rural America is a key component of President
Obama’s ‘all-of-the-above’ energy strategy to reduce the
Nation’s reliance on foreign oil.”
The payments are provided through USDA Rural
Development’s Bioenergy Program for Advanced Biofuels,
commonly referred to as the Advanced Biofuel Payment
Program. It was established in the 2008 Farm Bill to support
the expansion of advanced biofuel production. Payments are
made to eligible producers based on the amount of biofuel
produced from renewable biomass, other than corn kernel
starch. Examples of eligible feedstocks include crop residue;
animal, food and yard waste; vegetable oils; and animal fat.
Through the Bioenergy Program for Advanced Biofuels and
other programs, USDA is working to support the research,
investment and infrastructure necessary to build a biofuels
industry that creates jobs and produces renewable fuel.
Since 2009, more than 275 eligible producers in 44 states
have received payments.
Producers use the payments to offset production costs and
in some instances expand their operations. For example, in
2012, Sequential-Pacific Biodiesel, a biodiesel facility based in
Salem, Ore., increased its annual production by approximately
1 million gallons, or about 20 percent. Sequential-Pacific
primarily uses locally sourced waste vegetable oils in its
production of biodiesel. The support USDA Rural Development
provided through its Bioenergy Program for Advanced Biofuels
helped the company buy equipment that increased the speed
of production and pre-treatment of feedstock.
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Producers who did not apply for payments during the October
2012 application window may now apply for payments for
third and fourth quarter fiscal year 2013 production as well
as for any applicable incremental production. Applications
received by July 11, 2013 will be considered for Fiscal
Year 2013 funds. Complete details on how to apply and on
available funding are found on Page 34975 of the June 11
Federal Register, http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-201306-11/pdf/2013-13778.pdf.
President Obama’s plan for rural America has brought about
historic investment and resulted in stronger rural communities.
Under the President’s leadership, these investments in
housing, community facilities, businesses and infrastructure
have empowered rural America to continue leading the way
– strengthening America’s economy, small towns and rural
communities. USDA’s investments in rural communities
support the rural way of life that stands as the backbone of our
American values. President Obama and Agriculture Secretary
Vilsack are committed to a smarter use of Federal resources
to foster sustainable economic prosperity and ensure the
government is a strong partner for businesses, entrepreneurs
and working families in rural communities.
USDA, through its Rural Development mission area, has
a portfolio of programs designed to improve the economic
stability of rural communities, businesses, residents, farmers
and ranchers and improve the quality of life in rural America.
USDA has made a concerted effort to deliver results for the
American people, even as USDA implements sequestration
– the across-the-board budget reductions mandated
under terms of the Budget Control Act. USDA has already
undertaken historic efforts since 2009 to save more than
$828 million in taxpayer funds through targeted, commonsense budget reductions. These reductions have put USDA in
a better position to carry out its mission, while implementing
sequester budget reductions in a fair manner that causes as
little disruption as possible.

USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer. To file
a complaint of discrimination, write: USDA, Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Office of Adjudication, 1400
Independence Ave., SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410 or call
(866) 632-9992 (Toll-free Customer Service), (800) 877-8339
(Local or Federal relay), (866) 377-8642 (Relay voice users). n
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The U.S.-China
EcoPartnerships Program
Fact Sheet
Office of the Spokesperson
Washington, DC
July 10, 2013
The EcoPartnerships program is an innovative manifestation of
U.S.-China cooperation on energy and environmental issues.
Established under the U.S.-China Ten Year Framework on Energy
and Environment Cooperation (TYF), EcoPartnerships establish
formal collaboration between U.S. and Chinese stakeholders who
work on clean energy and sustainable development. Eighteen
partnerships already share best practices on preventing air pollution,
mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, protecting water resources,
developing technology for electric vehicles, increasing energy
efficiency, and safeguarding natural habitats. The designation of
this year’s six new EcoPartnerships is a prominent element of the
U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue.
What are EcoPartnerships?
• EcoPartnerships encourage environmental action at the
state and local levels, mobilizing investment from the
private sector and leveraging limited federal capital to
produce meaningful results. EcoPartnerships bring together
experts and innovators from U.S. cities, states, companies,
universities, and NGOs, and their counterparts in China to
work together, exchange best practices, and find solutions
to local challenges, often producing benefits that will be felt
across both societies and may be replicable elsewhere.
• EcoPartnerships are sponsored by the U.S. Department of State
and leverage significant outside investment in environmental
action by our partners. Each dollar of U.S. government
investment leverages outside investments manifold.
• The core of the EcoPartnerships program is the peer-to-peer
collaboration that occurs at the partner level, facilitated by a
Secretariat in each country. The Secretariats are staffed by
subject matter experts, representing a wealth of technical
and market expertise, and are supported by Advisory
Committees established in each country to select new
EcoPartnerships annually.
• To date, EcoPartnerships have made important strides, such
as finding new sources of energy efficiency for our largest
utilities (Duke Energy-ENN), increasing the energy efficiency
of our ports (Seattle-Dalian) and creating more sustainable
communities (Greensburg-Mianzhu), more accountable
greenhouse gas emissions (Center for Climate StrategiesGlobal Environment Institute), and more environmentally
friendly cars (Ohio State-Hefei University).
• This year, six new EcoPartnerships have been chosen:
Coca-Cola and the Yangtze River Delta Circular Economy of
Technology will form a partnership to research and develop
a way to use agricultural waste to produce Coke’s plastic
bottles. By 2020, the Coca-Cola Company aims to use this

PlantBottle technology (already in pilot stage in the United
States) for all of its plastic bottles in China, greatly reducing
Coke’s greenhouse gas emissions. The project is expected
to reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions in the United States
and China, use previously unused agricultural waste, create
jobs for farmers in China and the United States, and bring
more sustainable plastic bottles into use around the world.
New York Institute of Technology and Peking University are
leading a consortium that includes the International Society
for Water Solutions, Wuhan University, and industrial partner
HydroQual to develop and deploy tools that enable effective
detection, protection, and monitoring of groundwater
resources. The aim is to empower communities in arid regions
better to site wells that can be utilized in a sustainable fashion
and ensure a safe drinking supply.
Stony Brook University and Tongji University (Shanghai)
will jointly test a suite of cutting-edge landfill-gas-to-liquids
technologies to produce alternative fuels compatible with
existing distribution systems and develop a business case for
deploying these resources in viable landfills in both countries.
Following pilot demonstrations at a major landfill in China and
a major landfill in the United States, the partners will create
and share an educational tool and video to empower relevant
stakeholder groups to leverage this technology.
Raven Ridge Resources and Guizhou International
Cooperation Center for Environmental Protection seek to
unlock the Chinese market for draining and utilizing coal mine
methane, which can reduce a powerful greenhouse gas,
improve mine safety, and provide a source of energy. The
work leverages the brand of the EcoPartnerships program to
garner the attention and endorsement of local officials and
industry to foster several high profile demonstrations.
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and Beijing
Energy Conservation and Environment Protection Center
(BEEC) will partner to address energy efficiency and
demand-side management of energy load to make the grid
“smarter.” This partnership will help to synchronize U.S.
and Chinese grid policies, developing the pre-conditions for
clean energy to integrate into the grid in a more robust way.
Institute for Sustainable Communities (ISC) and National
Center for Climate Change Strategy and International
Cooperation (NCSC) will form a partnership to establish a
network of low-carbon “champions,” to help translate nationallevel clean energy policies into local action. Benefits of this
EcoPartnership include: synchronizing U.S. and Chinese lowcarbon development policies, aligning of Chinese national
policy and Chinese local action, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions in China, and promoting higher technical capacity
for low-carbon development in the United States.
For more information, please visit: http://ecopartnerships.lbl.gov/
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U.S.-China
Strategic and Economic Dialogue
Outcomes of the Strategic Track
Media Note
Office of the Spokesperson
Washington, DC
July 12, 2013

At the Fifth Round of the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic
Dialogue (S&ED) July 10-11, 2013, in Washington, D.C.,
Secretary of State John Kerry, special representative of
President Barack Obama, and State Councilor Yang Jiechi,
special representative of President Xi Jinping, chaired the
Strategic Track, which included participation from senior
officials from across both governments. The two sides held
in-depth discussions on major bilateral, regional, and global
issues and recommitted to the S&ED’s role in deepening
strategic trust and expanding practical cooperation to
build a new model of relations between the United States
and China. The dialogue on the Strategic Track produced
the following specific outcomes and areas for further
cooperation. The United States and China:
I. Enhancing Bilateral Cooperation
1. High-level Exchanges: Recognizing the important role of highlevel exchanges in the development of U.S.-China relations,
decided to further strengthen such exchanges between the
two countries. The two sides reviewed the achievements of
high-level exchanges since the fourth round of the S&ED,
and underscored the constructive and successful meeting of
President Obama and President Xi at Sunnylands, California
in June. The two sides noted that upcoming multilateral
meetings in 2013 provide further opportunities for high-level
engagement between the two countries.
2. Strategic Security Dialogue: Held the third round of the
Strategic Security Dialogue (SSD) July 9, 2013, and had
a constructive, in-depth and candid exchange of views
on a range of security issues of strategic importance to
both countries. The dialogue was co-chaired by Deputy
Secretary of State William J. Burns for the United States
and Executive Vice Foreign Minister Zhang Yesui for China,
who were joined by Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
James Miller, Deputy Chief of the PLA General Staff
Lieutenant General Wang Guanzhong, and others from the
relevant departments of the two countries. Commenting
positively on the growing importance of the SSD and the
establishment of a Cyber Working Group under the SSD, the
two sides decided to engage in deeper and more sustained
dialogue on these issues and to establish a stable and
cooperative strategic security relationship. The two sides
decided to hold an informal round of the SSD later this year.
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3. Cyber Working Group: Welcomed the first meeting of the
Cyber Working Group (CWG) under the SSD, and commented
positively on the candid, in-depth, and constructive dialogue.
The two sides had an in-depth discussion on issues of
mutual concern and decided to take practical measures
to enhance dialogue on international norms and principles
in order to guide action in cyber space and to strengthen
CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) to CERT
coordination and cooperation. The two sides will also discuss
additional cooperative measures in future meetings. Both
sides recognized the CWG as the main platform for bilateral
talks on cyber issues, agreed to have sustained dialogue on
cyber issues, and agreed to hold the next meeting by the
end of this year.
4. Military-to-Military Relations: Committed to strengthening
the military-to-military relationship and to make efforts to
raise the relationship to a new level, including by reaffirming
the visit to the United States by China’s Minister of National
Defense in 2013 and a reciprocal visit to China by the U.S.
Secretary of Defense at a mutually convenient date in 2014.
Decided to actively explore a notification mechanism for
major military activities and to continue discussions on
the rules of behavior on military air and maritime activities,
including at the next Military Maritime Consultative
Agreement (MMCA) plenary.
5. Hotlines between the Special Representatives of the
Presidents: Decided to establish a hotline between the
Special Representatives of the Presidents, in order to
facilitate communication.
6. Human Rights Dialogue: Affirmed their commitment to
continuing constructive bilateral dialogue on human rights
and decided to hold the next round of the Human Rights
Dialogue July 30-31, 2013.
7. Legal Experts Dialogue: Affirmed that legal cooperation
and exchanges are in the interest of both countries and
decided to continue joint efforts to advance the rule of law in
their countries. In this context, they decided to hold the next
round of the Legal Experts Dialogue November 7-8, 2013.
8. Nonproliferation Cooperation: Affirmed their intention to
enhance communication and cooperation on nonproliferation,
arms control, and other major international security issues
on the basis of mutual respect, equality, and mutual benefit.
The two sides noted the improvements in our bilateral
cooperation on nonproliferation in the past year. They
acknowledged the importance of cooperation in preventing
the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and missile
technologies as called for by United Nations Security Council
resolutions and reiterated that this cooperation represents
an important part of our overall bilateral relationship. Both
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sides called for developing a road map for strengthening
future cooperation.
9. Security Dialogue: Since renewing the Security Dialogue
(SD) last year, the two sides have held two rounds, most
recently in June, where they discussed strategic security,
multilateral arms control and regional issues. At the last
round of the SD the two sides acknowledged the importance
of regular dialogue on these issues, and decided to hold the
next SD prior to next year’s S&ED.
10. Counter-Terrorism Consultation: Decided to hold the
U.S.-China Counter-Terrorism Consultations at the vice
ministerial level in due course.
11. Consular Dialogue: Held the Consular Dialogue May 16, 2013,
in Washington, DC, and decided to hold the next round in 2014.
12. CNCERT/CC and US-CERT Consultation: Decided to hold
consultations between the National Computer Network
Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination Center
of China (CNCERT/CC) and the United States Computer
Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) to enhance
cooperation between the two entities.
13. Law Enforcement Cooperation: Decided to continue
efforts to deepen and improve law enforcement cooperation
to address issues of mutual concern, especially through
the Joint Liaison Group on Law Enforcement Cooperation
(JLG). In accordance with discussions at the tenth plenary
session of the JLG in Guangzhou in December 2012, the
two sides decided to identify fugitives and asset recovery,
counternarcotics, firearms smuggling, intellectual property
rights, cyber crime, and child pornography as priority areas
in the coming year; to work together on law enforcement
responses; and to hold the eleventh plenary session of the
JLG in Washington, D.C., in late 2013. The two sides also
decided to increase cooperation on efforts to reduce demand
for illicit drugs in the Asia-Pacific. The two sides decided to
continue to discuss combating corruption, transnational
bribery, and other illicit trade and business practices under
the eighth meeting of the JLG under the Anti-Corruption
Working Group that will be held in the second half of 2013.
Both sides are to enhance communication in the field of
anti-corruption under multilateral frameworks, such as
G-20, UNCAC, and APEC. The United States announced its
support for China’s hosting the 2014 APEC Anti-Corruption
Working Group meeting and other relevant activities. Both
sides reaffirm their G-20 commitments on tackling foreign
bribery, denial of safe haven, and asset recovery.

16. Travel Documents Bio-Metrics: Affirmed the intention
of DHS and the MPS Bureau of Exit-Entry Administration
(BEEA) to continue the exchange of best practices in the use
of biometrics in travel documents used at points of entry.
17. Joint Fisheries Enforcement: Marked 20 years of the
U.S.-China partnership established in recognition of mutual
concerns regarding the damaging exploitation of living marine
resources through the use of high-seas drift nets. Since the
partnership’s inception, 81 Chinese officers have sailed with
the U.S. Coast Guard, and this highly successful cooperation
has led to 18 interdictions and enforcement actions against
vessels fishing in violation of the High-Seas Drift Net Fishing
Moratorium. The U.S. Coast Guard and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Service
look forward to again welcoming enforcement officers from
China Fishery Law Enforcement Command to join U.S.
Coast Guard cutters in patrolling the Pacific Ocean during
the summer of 2013. In addition, the two countries made
good progress in taking joint measures to combat illegal,
unreported, and unregulated (IUU) conducts in the high seas
of North Pacific.
18. Maritime Security Cooperation: Expressed support for
carrying forward the U.S.-China Maritime Safety Dialogue by
the United States Coast Guard and China Maritime Safety
Administration. The two agencies, having held a workinglevel meeting on cooperation of maritime safety in April,
decided to meet in September 2013 to discuss technical
cooperation and exchanges in maritime radio navigation and
satellite navigation, particularly in maritime application of
Beidou and other global navigation satellite systems.
19. CBP-China Customs Action Plan on the Supply Chain
Security: Have completed 200 joint validations in China,
started discussions of the mutual recognition of the
Authorized Economic Operator (AEO), and seek to conduct
more joint validations before the end of 2013 in China, with
the possibility of additional joint validations in 2014 and
2015. In addition, Customs and Border Protection and the
General Administration of China Customs seek to align
their respective Authorized Economic Operators (AEO)
by conducting further analysis of the comparison of the
minimum security criteria and on-site validation observations
of both programs.

14. Coordination between ICE and GACC: Decided to conduct
enforcement cooperation between the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) and the General Administration
of China Customs (GACC) against cash smuggling, drug
smuggling, and other contraband movement.

20. Joint Customs Training: Signed an Action Plan to facilitate
the exchange of best practices, explore joint operational
exercises, and strengthen customs-to-customs cooperation
to identify and interdict illicit materials traveling via air
and maritime cargo. The two sides noted the successful
implementation of courses relating to seaport cargo
interdiction and targeting and risk management, and intend
to continue implementing the Action Plan and organizing the
training courses based on the results of the joint evaluation.

15. CBP-China Customs Container Security Initiative:
The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the
General Administration of China Customs (GACC) decided
to enhance cooperation on U.S.-China Container Security
Initiative (CSI). Both sides intend to discuss the issue of
deployment of China Customs CSI officers at U.S. ports
within the parameters of current Declarations of Principles.

21. China Garden: Reaffirmed their support for the National
China Garden Foundation’s efforts to construct a China
Garden at the U.S. National Arboretum. Both sides are
striving to complete the China Garden project design,
consultation, fund-raising, and bidding procedures as soon
as possible. The construction of the China Garden will begin
after these construction assessments have been completed
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and adequate funds have been raised. The two sides held a
Joint Working Group during the 5th S&ED.
22. Breakout Sessions and Bilateral Meetings: Decided to
establish International Economic Affairs consultation and
Legal Advisers Consultation between the U.S. Department
of State and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China. Decided to
hold the next rounds of sub-dialogues on Policy Planning,
Africa, Latin America, South Asia, and Central Asia on a
timely basis and to enhance bilateral coordination and
cooperation on regional and international issues. Held
breakout sessions on the margins of this year’s S&ED on
the subjects of peacekeeping, South Asia, Latin America,
wildlife trafficking, customs, and other issues. Conducted
a series of bilateral meetings between senior officials on a
broad range of issues in the U.S.-China relationship.

II. Addressing Regional and Global Challenges
23. Regional and Global Issues: Decided to enhance
communication and coordination on regional and global
issues to jointly address common challenges and to
safeguard peace and stability.
24. The Korean Peninsula: Held in-depth consultations on
the situation on the Korean Peninsula and agreed on the
fundamental importance of the denuclearization of the
Korean Peninsula in a peaceful manner—the goal of the
Six-Party Talks, as outlined in the September 19, 2005,
Joint Statement—and reiterated their joint commitment to
implement the September 19, 2005, Joint Statement and
to continue high-level discussions to achieve this shared
goal and to achieve peace and stability of the Korean
Peninsula. Both sides noted that all Six-Party members have
an important role to play in making this goal a reality and
underscored the importance of working together to ensure
full implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 2094
and other relevant resolutions by all UN Member States.
Both sides also called for the necessary steps by all parties
that would create the conditions for resumption of the SixParty Talks on denuclearization and other relevant issues.
25. Iran: On the Iranian nuclear issue, the two sides
reiterated the understanding expressed in the 2011 U.S.China Joint Statement and reaffirmed their commitment to
seeking a comprehensive and long-term solution that would
restore international confidence in the exclusively peaceful
nature of Iran’s nuclear program, while respecting Iran’s right
to the peaceful use of the nuclear energy consistent with its
obligations under the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The two sides
are agreed that Iran should fulfill its international obligations
under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and both sides called
for full implementation of UN Security Council Resolutions
1696, 1737, 1747, 1803, 1835, and 1929. The United States
and China reaffirmed their commitment to taking active part
in the P5+1 negotiations with Iran and called on Iran to take
concrete actions to satisfy the concerns of the international
community through negotiations with the P5+1. Both sides
commended their constructive cooperation on the Iranian
nuclear issue and agreed to enhance such cooperation.
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26. Syria: Held in-depth discussions on Syria. The United
States and China reiterated their shared commitment to
preparing for the Geneva Conference on Syria and to trying
to resolve the crisis through political means in order to bring
about a Syrian-led peaceful political transition that establishes
a transitional governing body by mutual consent with full
executive powers. The two sidesreaffirmed their opposition
to the use or proliferation of chemical weapons. The
United States and China expressed deep concern over the
humanitarian situation and called for measures to alleviate
the suffering of the Syrian people. Both sides urged all parties
in Syria to protect civilians and avoid civilian casualties.
27. Afghanistan: Decided to expand coordination in
advance of the 2014 drawdown in support of their shared
interest in political stability and economic revitalization in
Afghanistan. The two sides decided to continue in 2013
the joint diplomatic training program for Afghan Ministry of
Foreign Affairs officials, which began in 2012, and to pursue
other joint assistance projects in health. The two sides also
intend to continue to work together in support of regional
cooperation efforts such as the Istanbul Process, and the
United States welcomed China’s decision to host the next
ministerial meeting in 2014.
28. Sudan/South Sudan: Reaffirmed the importance of
encouraging peace within and between Sudan and South
Sudan and a productive dialogue between their governments
on all bilateral issues, including full implementation of
all relevant Security Council resolutions and all of the
September 27, 2012, agreements. Decided to maintain
communication and consultation on the issues concerning
Sudan and South Sudan, coordinate actions on the basis of
respecting related parties’ concerns, support the peaceful
coexistence of the two countries, and safeguard safety and
stability in the region, including through full implementation
of the UN peacekeeping missions there.
29. Asia-Pacific: Acknowledged our common interests and
challenges in the region and shared goal of maintaining
peace, stability, and prosperity. The United States reaffirmed
that it welcomes a strong, prosperous, and successful China
that plays a greater role in world affairs. China welcomed
the United States as an Asia-Pacific nation that contributes
to peace, stability, and prosperity in the region. The two
sides decided to work together to maintain peace, stability,
and prosperity of the region. The two sides agreed that
constructive U.S.-China relations are critical to both U.S. and
Chinese policies in the Asia-Pacific. Both sides reaffirmed
efforts to build a more stable, peaceful, and prosperous
Asia-Pacific region and to enhance communication and
coordination in the Asia-Pacific region to address pressing
regional challenges. The two sides also discussed the latest
developments in the Asia-Pacific Region. The two sides
decided to enhance communication and coordination in the
multilateral frameworks of the region, such as APEC, the
East Asia Summit (EAS), and the ASEAN Regional Forum
(ARF). The two sides also decided to strengthen cooperation
in the Pacific Islands. The Asia-Pacific Consultations met
since the last round of the S&ED, and the two sides decided
to hold the next round this autumn in China.
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30. Middle East Dialogue: Reviewed progress during two
rounds of the Middle East Dialogue since it was created at
the last round of the S&ED. The United States and China
decided to hold a third round in 2014.
31. Law of the Sea and Polar Issues: Held the fourth round of
the Dialogue on Law of the Sea and Polar Issues in Alameda,
California, April 8-9, 2013. The two sides decided to hold
the fifth round in China in order to deepen cooperation on
international oceans law and policy, the Arctic, and Antarctica.
32. Ross Sea: Affirmed their commitment to work together
closely on the issue of establishing a marine protected area in
the Ross Sea of Antarctica especially in the time prior to and
during the Second Special Meeting of the Commission on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)
to be held July 15-16, 2013, in Bremerhaven, Germany.
33. Climate Change Working Group: Established the
U.S.-China Climate Change Working Group in April 2013,
pursuant to the Joint Statement on Climate Change by
the United States and China, to develop and implement
significant proposals for bilateral cooperation on climate
change between the two countries. Mr. Todd Stern, U.S.
Special Envoy for Climate Change, and Mr. Xie Zhenhua,
Vice Chairman of the National Development and Reform
Commission, jointly led the Working Group. The Working
Group presented the “Report of the U.S.-China Climate
Change Working Group to the Strategic and Economic
Dialogue” at a special joint session of the S&ED and was
mandated to implement its recommended initiatives. The
two sides decided to enhance actions to combat climate
change through new pragmatic cooperation on heavy-duty
and other vehicles; smart grids; carbon capture, utilization,
and storage; collecting and managing greenhouse gas data;
and energy efficiency in buildings and industry. The Working
Group will also explore other possible areas for bilateral
climate change cooperation and will continue to enhance
our policy dialogue on the multilateral negotiation process
as well as on domestic climate policy. The Working Group
will carry forward the agreement of President Obama and
President Xi Jinping on hydrofluorocarbons.
34. Development Cooperation: Building on cooperation
in Afghanistan and Timor-Leste, the two sides decided
to explore additional joint development projects in other
third countries by first conducting joint feasibility studies
on programs and projects requested by the recipient
country and decided by all parties. Potential areas for future
cooperation include regional integration, food and nutrition
security, financial stability, and inclusive and sustainable
economic growth in Africa, Latin America, and Asia.
35. Dialogue on Global Development: Decided to establish
a Dialogue on Global Development, co-chaired by the U.S.
Agency for International Development and the Ministry of
Commerce of China and with participation from relevant
ministries and agencies on both sides. The dialogue is to
provide a framework to exchange views on development
issues, share lessons learned, and discuss cooperation, so as
to maintain momentum toward our shared goals of poverty
reduction, economic growth, and sustainable development.
Under the framework, the two sides intend to assess existing
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development cooperation programs and projects between
the United States and China and discuss possibilities
for further cooperation. The two sides intend to discuss
international development issues, including the inclusive
Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation.
36. Anti-Malaria Cooperation: Decided to continue
collaborating on malaria and drug-resistant malaria control
strategy through technical dialogue and information sharing.
37. Peacekeeping: Exchanged views on current United
Nations Peacekeeping Operations, reaffirmed their joint
commitment to deepening dialogue on peacekeeping
issues, and decided to establish peacekeeping exchanges
between their relevant departments and ministries that
would enhance their capabilities in this critical area.
III. Sub-national Cooperation
38. Building Sub-National Relationships: Decided to
continue to enhance sub-national relations as envisioned
in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Concerning
the Establishment of the U.S.-China Governors Forum to
Promote Sub-National Cooperation including the Governors
Forum held in April 2013 in Beijing and Tianjin. There are over
200 sister-city/sister-state relationships between the United
States and China, and both sides welcome new sub-national
relationships that foster innovation, create new business
opportunities, and expand people-to-people exchanges.
Representatives from both countries participated in the
China International Friendship Cities Conference held in
September 2012 in Chengdu, where they witnessed the
signing of the MOU between Sister Cities International
(SCI) and the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship
with Foreign Countries (CPAFFC). This MOU formalized the
ongoing partnership to collaborate to create new sister-city
and sister-state/province relationships between U.S. and
Chinese communities to promote mutual understanding
and prosperity in their respective communities. SCI and
CPAFFC are working together to plan the U.S.-China Sister
Cities Conference in 2014 in the United States.
39. EcoPartnerships: Held a signing ceremony, witnessed
by Deputy Secretary of State William Burns and State
Councilor Yang Jiechi, during the 5th S&ED and admitted
six new EcoPartnerships. The two sides held a conference
in December 2012 and launched a new website in 2013
focused on improving information sharing and transparency
and facilitating cooperation among EcoPartners. By bringing
together U.S. and Chinese local governments, research
institutions, universities, corporations, and non-governmental
organizations, EcoPartnerships spur innovation, investment,
and cooperation on energy and environmental issues in both
countries. Critical investment by and pragmatic cooperation
among EcoPartners at the sub-national level translate the
strategic goals of the Ten-Year Framework action plans into
concrete achievements.
40. EcoPartnerships Workshop: Decided to hold an
EcoPartnerships Workshop immediately after the 5th S&ED.
The attendees will exchange experiences and practices in
developing successful green cooperation projects and discuss
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how the EcoPartnerships program, as an effective platform of
promoting pragmatic cooperation in energy and environment
areas, should continue to make contributions to U.S.-China
cooperation on green and low-carbon development.
41. Eco-City Project: Announced six pilot eco-cities. Based
on an annex signed in 2011, DOE and the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD) jointly
created this project to study and develop comparative
eco-city guidelines and standards, determine technology
and deployment needs, and assess the effects and best
practices in sustainable urban development.
42. Mayors Training Program: Welcomed the fourth Chinese
mayors delegation to the United States in June 2013. The
second U.S. mayors delegation is scheduled to visit China
in September 2013. This program, initiated in 2010 by and
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Ministry of Housing
and Urban Development (MOHURD) with support from the
U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), has brought
mayors from both countries together on training trips in the
United States and China to examine best practices in ecocity development and to promote exchange of ideas and
promote deployment of green technologies.

IV. Cooperation on Energy
43. Energy Security: Reaffirmed the commitments made
in the U.S.-China Joint Statement on Energy Security
Cooperation, which noted the two countries, as the world’s
largest producers and consumers of energy, share common
interests and responsibilities to ensure energy security
and face common challenges. The United States and China
discussed ways to diversify their sources of supply and
further develop domestic energy resources to meet growing
demand needs. Both sides recognized our shared goal of
working to strengthen global energy security. The United
States and China commit to continuing to discuss Chinese
concerns about energy security and energy demand. The
United States and China pledged to strengthen cooperation
and increased dialogue and exchange of information in
several areas including stabilizing international energy
markets, emergency responses, ensuring diversified energy
supply, and a rational and efficient use of energy.
44. Energy Transparency: Welcomed China’s commitment
to continue improving the transparency, timeliness,
completeness, and reliability of energy data based on its
G-20 commitments. China commits to carry out studies on
oil and natural gas geologic reserve data and release the data
publicly. The United States and China commit to strengthen
exchanges and communication and to expand cooperation
in oil inventory policies, management and technologies.
45. Legal and Regulatory Framework for Unconventional
Oil and Gas: Welcome China’s decision to accelerate
the development of the legal and regulatory framework
covering unconventional oil and natural gas. The framework
is expected to: (1) include better coordination among the
relevant agencies; (2) include regulatory incentives to build
natural gas infrastructure (e.g., treatment facilities and
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pipelines); (3) include measures to move toward marketbased natural gas pricing to promote domestic production;
(4) include stronger regulation over fugitive methane
emissions during production and distribution of natural gas
and water usage during production; and (5) welcome foreign
companies to participate in China’s unconventional oil and
gas industry following commercial principles. In order to
speed China’s progress toward cleaner fuels and reduce
emissions in power generation, the United States and China
decided to actively promote technical and environmental
protection cooperation in unconventional energy resources
such as shale gas, including through a series of shale gas
development technical workshops in China.
46. Energy Policy Dialogue: Signed an MOU to elevate
the Energy Policy Dialogue to ministerial level, a higher
coordination mechanism to be chaired by the U.S. Secretary
of Energy and the China Administrator of Energy, to review
and guide energy cooperation. The new round of the
Dialogue is to be held in China in the latter half of 2013.
47. Exchange Training Program: Signed an MOU for
developing an action plan on a hundred-person exchange
training program between the China National Energy
Administration and the U.S. Department of Energy to
expand information exchange and mutual learning in energy
industry, especially in the cleaner utilization of fossil energy.
Each country will have about 100 energy officials and
industrial leaders participate in the program over the next
four years (2014-2017).
48. Energy Regulation: Signed an MOU on Enhancing
Energy Regulation Cooperation between the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission and the National Energy
Administration to expand cooperation on electricity, oil, and
gas issues.
49. U.S.-China Clean-Energy Research Center: Decided to
actively provide necessary conditions under the U.S.-China
Clean Energy Research Center (CERC) for the implementation
of agreed programs, encourage enterprises of both
countries to establish reasonable commercial activities so
as to push forward the industrialized demonstration and
application of research findings. Both the United States and
China welcome a forward-looking Working Group on CERC
financing.
50. Commodity Identification Training (CIT) events at the
Radiation Detection Training Center (RDTC): Are cooperating
through DOE/National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) and GACC on a CIT course to combat the illicit
trafficking of WMD-related equipment and components.
51. Cooperation on Nuclear Safety and Regulation: Decided
to enhance cooperation on nuclear safety issues, including
sustained regulatory and technical exchanges on the
AP1000 nuclear reactor development. Specifically, the U.S.
and Chinese nuclear regulators plan in the coming year
to exchange personnel for extended rotations to deepen
working-level relationships and share expertise on AP1000
construction and licensing. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and China’s National Nuclear Safety
Administration (NNSA) renewed the “Protocol between
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the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the National Nuclear Safety Administration of the People’s
Republic of China on Cooperation in Nuclear Safety Matters.”
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and China’s
National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) renewed the
“Protocol Between the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the National Nuclear Safety Administration
of the People’s Republic of China on Cooperation in Nuclear
Safety Matters.
52. Cooperation in Preventing Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and
Other Radioactive Materials: Signed the MOU Concerning
Cooperation in Preventing Illicit Trafficking of Nuclear and
Other Radioactive Materials between the U.S. DOE and the
General Administration of China Customs (GACC). Decided
to deepen cooperation between DOE/National Nuclear
Security Administration and GACC to combat illicit trafficking
of nuclear and other radioactive materials; to collaborate on
the technical aspects of equipping priority seaports with
radiation detection equipment; to further cooperation and
promote professionalism in the field of radiation detection
training, the United States and China jointly established
China Customs Radiation Detection Training Center (RDTC)
by gradually enhancing the capabilities of the RDTC to
provide workshops and training events for partners in Asia
and other international partners.
53. U.S-China Civil Nuclear Energy R&D: Decided to continue
cooperation under the Civil Nuclear Energy R&D Bilateral
Action Plan and the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology
(PUNT) framework and to more effectively integrate and
streamline our collaboration. The next Action Plan Working
Group Meeting is scheduled for August 2013. Beginning in
2014, Action Plan Steering Committee and annual PUNT Joint
Coordinating Committee meetings will be synchronized.
54. U.S.-China Civil Nuclear Energy R&D: Decided to
continue cooperation under Memorandum of Understanding
between DOE and the Chinese Academy of Sciences to
more effectively integrate and streamline our collaboration.
55. U.S.-China Cooperation on Nuclear Security: Welcome
the positive progress made in the field of Nuclear Security,
especially in the projects on U.S.-China Center of Excellence
(COE) on Nuclear Security and conversion of the Miniature
Neutron Source Reactor (MNSR) from highly enriched
uranium (HEU) to lower enriched uranium fuel. Both sides
look forward to holding a ground breaking ceremony
on the COE, potentially in 2013, and continuing regular
technical exchanges. The two countries decided to continue
cooperation on the conversion of the MNSR in the China
Institute of Atomic Energy, continue supporting the IAEA’s
efforts to minimize the use of HEU in civilian applications,
and discuss collaboration on the conversion of MNSRs in
other countries.
56. Solar Decathlon China: Announced final details for the
22 teams that will participate in the Solar Decathlon China
competition in Datong, China, August 2-11, 2013. DOE,
National Energy Administration (NEA), Applied Materials,
and Peking University signed an agreement to introduce
Solar Decathlon to China in 2011. Beyond its education
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emphasis, Solar Decathlon China serves as an opportunity
to highlight advanced technologies and techniques that can
be applied and scaled up in China.
57. Intelligent Transportation: To support reduced emissions
from vehicles, announced the commencement of an
intelligent transportation system pilot project and feasibility
study for Panyu District Government in Guangzhou.
58. Aviation Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction:
Announced an Aviation Energy Conservation and Emissions
Reduction (ECER) Initiative that would focus on addressing
aviation emissions USTDA announced intentions to support
the initiative through training.
59. Energy Cooperation Program: Announced a study tour
hosted by, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), USTDA, the NEA, and the members of the Energy
Cooperation Program. The study tour will provide the
opportunity to discuss regulatory practices to encourage
renewable energy and energy efficient technologies and
would include site visits to see applicable technologies and
demonstration projects.
V. Cooperation on Environmental Protection
60. Air Quality Action Plan: Following up on more than a
decade of collaboration on air quality, decided to cooperate
to accelerate longer-term sustainable improvements in air
quality. This work builds on continuing collaboration to share
strategies and information on power plant technologies,
practices, and incentives to cost-effectively reduce multiple
air pollutants. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
USTDA, and Ministry of Environment Protection (MEP) are
further enhancing the cooperation in regional air quality
management by including treatment of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) for controlling ozone and collaborating on
a project to develop a model air quality plan that shares best
practices of U.S. cities and states and fosters deployment
of U.S. pollution control expertise and technologies in a
selected province. In addition, EPA, USTDA, and MEP can
enhance cooperation in air quality monitoring, early warning
and forecast development of air quality models, and quality
control and assurance of related monitoring technologies.
61. Water Quality Action Plan: Under the Ten-Year Framework,
decided to cooperate on source-water lake protection with
climate-ready drinking water adaptation considerations, and
fostered a Sister-Lake Cooperation between the State of
Minnesota and Hubei Province. The two sides decided to
continue to promote exchanges in groundwater technology
and services related to monitoring, remediation, standards
development, and the nexus between water and energy,
such as with shale gas. U.S. officials and industry experts
plan to participate in this year’s Environment Industry Forum
and are collaborating to improve groundwater quality through
pilot projects in prevention and control measures, as well as
improving policies and regulations.
62. Green Ports: Collaborated to expand the knowledge and
capabilities of Chinese ports with respect to environmental
protection and oil spill response. Jointly hosted the Sino-
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U.S. Maritime Oil Spill and Emergency Response Seminar
and Expo in Qingdao June 4-6, 2013, and decided to
support a study tour for Chinese transportation leaders on
environmentally-friendly practices at U.S. ports.
63. Environmental Law and Institutions: Marked the
establishment of the EPA-MEP MOU Annex 6 on
Environmental Law and Institutions. The first Environmental
Legislation seminar was held in Beijing November 17-18,
2011. The two sides co-hosted the second and third seminars
in May and December of 2012, respectively, and have
decided to hold a 4th Environmental Legislation seminar in
late 2013. These seminars have been a strong collaboration
mechanism for in-depth and effective communication on a
range of issues. The sharing of experience between the two
sides on environmental legislation has already become a
crucial component of U.S.-China environmental cooperation.
64. Environmental Adjudication, Courts, and Related
Institutions: Strengthened cooperation and collaboration
in the field of environmental protection. Through a
USAID-funded program, the U.S.-China Partnership for
Environmental Law at Vermont Law School and the EPA
collaborated with the National Judges College to train
fifteen judges on environmental adjudication and to develop
an environmental law curriculum that will be used to train
judges from across China. The EPA also collaborated with
Chinese judges on two environmental law study tours to the
United States in 2012 and plans to collaborate with China
Maritime Court Judges on a study tour in 2013.
65. Forest Management: Continue to cooperate on forest
management activities, including by enhancing sustainable
forest management through their respective engagements
with intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations
at the regional level. In April 2013, the U.S. Forest Service,
the State Forestry Administration of China, and the Memphis
Zoo hosted a Ten-Year Forest Health Assessment Workshop
in Tai’an, China.
66. Wildlife Trafficking: Committed to combat the global
illegal trade in wildlife by pursuing more effective cooperation
mechanisms to combat the illegal trade in wildlife based on
analyses of the global situation and assessments of existing
mechanisms; strengthening enforcement at the national,
regional, and global level, including through enhanced
cooperation among law enforcement agencies; making
efforts to eliminate illegal supply of and demand for illegally
taken and traded wildlife and products; developing innovative
technologies to advance such efforts; and strengthening
international cooperation in wildlife conservation and
protection by collaborating with other governments, including
range states. Furthermore, decided to further explore the
best platform to elaborate on the above mentioned activities.
67. Exchanges on Heavy-Duty Vehicles: Are agreed that the
USTDA is to invite a delegation of Chinese officials from
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)
and the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP), among
other relevant Chinese agencies, to the United States to
exchange views on policies and programs that improve
fuel efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
heavy-duty vehicles.
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VI. Cooperation on Science, Technology, and Agriculture
68. Protocol on Marine Science: NOAA and the Chinese
Academy of Fishery Sciences (CAFS) affirmed their
commitment to the Living Marine Resources Panel,
including the upcoming meeting in February 2014 in Seattle,
Washington, and ongoing projects including joint research on
the Western Gray Whale, information exchange on alternative
feeds research for aquaculture production and sea turtles
research, scientist staff exchange on stock enhancement
and sea ranching, and a workshop to exchange information
on oil spill effects on living marine resources.
69. Joint Research on Severe Weather Monitoring: Enhance
exchange and cooperation on the joint research and
development of monitoring, warning and risk assessment
technology for severe weather and climate, such as
hurricane (typhoon), strong convective weather, droughts,
high temperature, and heat waves, in order to jointly improve
the ability to respond to severe weather and climate events.
70. NOAA-CMA Joint Research: Affirmed their mutual
commitment to strengthening joint research between
NOAA and the China Meteorological Administration (CMA)
through the U.S.-China Science and Technology Agreement.
71. ISOCORE: NOAA of the United States and the State
Oceanic Administration (SOA) of China are developing
the Scientific Plan of Indian-Southern Oceans Climatic
Observation, Reanalysis, and Prediction (ISOCORE).
72. NOAA-CMA Greenhouse Gas Monitoring: Continue to
strengthen joint research between NOAA and the China
Meteorological Administration (CMA) through the U.S.-China
Science and Technology Agreement to develop accurate and
reliable capabilities for observing and understanding the
behavior of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
73. Exchanges in Agricultural Technology: Continue
strengthening policy exchanges and coordination between
the United States and China, promoting bilateral, pragmatic
cooperation in agricultural issues, including actively working
to implement the Biotechnology Pilot Program.
VII. Cooperation on Health
74. Clean Cookstoves: As partners of the Global Alliance
for Clean Cookstoves and pursuant to the corresponding
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)United Nations Foundation (UNF) MOU signed in April 2013,
the two sides decided to strengthen their cooperation in
this area. To support the Alliance’s mission and reach its
ambitious goals for large-scale global adoption of clean
stoves and fuels for cooking and heating, China will further
enhance its domestic efforts to adopt clean cookstoves and
fuels under its current Five-Year Plan and support enterprises
and institutes to develop safe, efficient, and clean products
and technologies. The United States will collaborate with
China via the Alliance to provide direct technical support to
these activities. The two sides underline the importance of
coordinating cookstoves efforts across relevant agencies on
a broad set of topics and decided to discuss opportunities to
coordinate research on clean cookstoves.
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75. Cooperation on Responding to Infectious Diseases: The
United States welcomes China’s continued transparency
and cooperation regarding the H7N9 influenza situation.
The United States and China have decided to continue to
strengthen extensive and transparent scientific cooperation
on emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases, including
influenza, multi-drug resistant tuberculosis, malaria, etc.,
with the purpose of protecting global health security. The two
sides decided to sign a Protocol between the Department
of Health and Human Services of the United States and the
National Health and Family Planning Commission of China
for Cooperation in the Science and Technology of Medicine
and Public Health.
76. Public Healthcare Emergency Preparedness, Response,
and Management: In response to recent pandemics and
natural disasters, committed to continue their cooperation
on public health emergency preparedness and response
and healthcare management, including the two Chinese
study tours to the United States in July and October 2013
funded by the USTDA.
77. Health Outcomes and Hospital Quality: In support of
the Healthcare Cooperation Program, announced a USTDA
grant to improve health outcomes and hospital quality
management through a suite of information technology
solutions for Chinese hospitals.
78. Smoke-Free Worksites: Successfully kicked off the
U.S.-China Smoke-Free Worksites initiative, a publicprivate partnership that promotes smoke-free policies in
the workplace, following the 2011 UN Summit on NonCommunicable Diseases. Both countries are working to
continue to promote, expand, and advance the interests
of this effort within the private and public sectors. The two
countries are to identify an appropriate, secretariat to recruit
public and private resources; carry out the decisions of the
CUSW Steering Committee; and facilitate the functions of
this bilateral public-private partnership.
VIII. Bilateral Dialogues on Energy, Environment,
Science, and Technology
79. Ten-Year Framework on Energy and Environment
Cooperation: Continue to promote progress of the seven
action plans under the U.S.-China Ten-Year Framework
(TYF) on Energy and Environment Cooperation, i.e., clean
water, clean air, clean and efficient transportation, clean
and efficient electricity, nature reserves/protected areas,
wetlands cooperation, and energy efficiency, and to further
implement the EcoPartnerships program. Both sides
decided to carry out a mid-term review on the TYF, add new
priority cooperation areas, and increase the participation of
local governments, enterprises, research institutes, and civil
society in the TYF. The 9th Joint Working Group meeting is to
be held later this year. Both sides continue their cooperation
in drinking water safety, ground water protection, and lake
water environmental management and plan to co-host a
Drinking Water Safety Round Table; will carry out various
forms of cooperation in the prevention and control of air
pollution; co-hosted the 8th U.S.-China Regional Air Quality
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Management Conference and will continue this important
conference; will continue to implement the second phase of
the livable transportation project; continue to implement the
exchange programs of conservation managers, students,
and young professionals on nature reserves and refuges
between the United States and China and facilitate the joint
publication of Wetlands Journal Special Feature on Asia
Wetlands in 2014; and continue to conduct exchanges and
cooperation on energy efficiency and electricity.
80. Energy Industry Fora: Decided to hold the 13th Oil and
Gas Industry Forum (OGIF) in Xian, China in fall 2013 and
the third Renewable Energy Industry Forum in China in July
2013. Decided to hold the Advanced Biofuels Forum in China
in October 2013.
81. Energy Efficiency Forum: Decided to hold the 4th U.S.China Energy Efficiency Forum in the United States in
September 2013 to assess progress to date and emerging
high-potential opportunities for government and industry
collaboration in the areas of industrial energy efficiency,
consumer goods efficiency, building energy codes and
labeling, and sustainable cities. Enterprises from both
countries will also be invited to participate and conduct site
visits before or after the Forum, exploring opportunities for
technological and industrial cooperation.
82. Second Joint Coordinating Committee Meeting: Noted
the results of the second Joint Coordinating Committee
Meeting in energy sciences between DOE and the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS) in May 2013. DOE and CAS
discussed ongoing and potential collaborative projects. The
two sides decided to continue the ongoing collaborations
on high energy physics, nuclear physics, fusion energy, and
basic energy sciences.
83. U.S.-China Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technologies: Held the
8th annual U.S.-China Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technologies
(PUNT) Joint Committee Meeting in Beijing in April 2013. The
two sides recognized the progress achieved in each PUNT
working group, discussed new issue areas for potential
cooperation, and affirmed the need for strengthened technical
collaborations as nuclear power continues to play an important
role in meeting global energy needs. The next PUNT meeting
is to be held in the United States in spring 2014.
84. U.S.-China Fossil Energy Protocol Coordinators Meeting:
Proposed to hold the 2013 U.S.-China Fossil Energy Protocol
Coordinators Meeting in China later this year, to be cochaired by the Ministry of Science and Technology of China
and Department of Energy of the United States, to review
activities of the past year and to agree on new activities.
85. APEC Energy Ministers Meeting: Announced U.S. support
for China hosting the 2014 APEC Energy Ministers Meeting
and Energy Working Group meeting. The Unites States looks
forward to working with China to develop and cosponsor
selected relevant cooperative initiatives and projects to be
put forward by China during its APEC year.
86. Bilateral Forum on Illegal Logging: Decided to hold the
5th meeting of the U.S.-China Bilateral Forum on Combating
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Illegal Logging and Associated Trade in July 2013 and further
the cooperation under the Forum, including through the
research program on wood legality verification options
and strategies for China-U.S. trade in forest products and
encouraging participation of the private sector and civil society
in the Forum. The two sides also decided to further cooperate
to combat illegal logging and associated trade with third
countries and through regional processes, as appropriate.
87. Joint Working Group on Environmental Research:
Announced joint cooperation in the following areas:
infrastructure and sustainable development; surface water
quality; air quality; and chemical screening under the MOU
between the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST).
88. Joint Committee on Environmental Cooperation:
Announced that the 4th Meeting of the Joint Committee on
Environmental Cooperation is to be held in China in late 2013
by the EPA and the Ministry of Environmental Protection.
89. Marine Science Forum 2013: Decided to convene the
19th Joint Working Group Meeting on the Marine and Fishery
Science and Technology Cooperation and the 3rd U.S.-China
Marine Science Forum in early 2014.
90. Joint Committee Meeting on Science and Technology
Cooperation: Welcomed continued efforts to enhance science
and technology cooperation through the Joint Committee on

Science and Technology Cooperation. Bilateral cooperation
facilitated by the May 2012 Joint Committee Meeting (JCM)
included joint research in areas of agriculture, clean energy,
nuclear safety, environmental research, measurement
science, and biodiversity. Under the auspices of the JCM,
OSTP and MOST chaired a meeting of the Innovation Dialogue
in July 2013 and reported the results to the S&ED. The
dialogue provides a framework to discuss innovation policies
of the U.S. and China and includes participation from relevant
ministries and agencies on both sides, nongovernmental
innovation policy experts, and private-sector representatives.
Also under the JCM, MOST and the U.S. Department of State
are to co-chair the 2013 working-level Executive Secretaries
Meeting on Science and Technology Cooperation (ESM) in
the United States in October 2013.
91. Agriculture Joint Working Group: Decided to hold the 11th
USDA-MOST Joint Working Group Meeting on Agricultural
Science and Technology Cooperation in the U.S. in August,
2013. The meeting is to be co-chaired by Dr. Woteki, Under
Secretary and Chief Scientist of the Department of Agriculture
of the United States (USDA) and Vice Minister Zhang Laiwu
of the Ministry of Science and Technology of China (MOST).
The two sides have decided to initiate collaborative projects in
such priority areas as agricultural biotechnology, water saving
technology, and gene bank technology and practices under the
U.S.-China Agricultural Research Flagship Program.	
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Agile. Innovative. Committed.
™

7Delta™

provides innovative technology solutions to the U.S.
Government. We help our clients keep pace with the rapid evolution of
technology, while maximizing return on investment.
As one of the fastest growing Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small
Businesses (SDVOSB) in the nation, we ranked as the Department of
Veterans Affairs #1 small business contractor for 2012.









Application Software Development
Systems Integration
Health Information Technology
Program and Project Management
Business Process Engineering
Information Assurance and Security
System Operations and Helpdesk

7Delta has been recognized nationwide for our rapid growth,
commitment to excellence, and service to our customers. In 2012, 7Delta was recognized by
Inc. Magazine as one of the top 5000 U.S. small businesses and the #9 job creator in Maryland,
by the Baltimore Sun as one of the area’s Top 50 Workplaces, and by the U.S. Commerce
Department as the Minority Manufacturer of the Year.
7Delta is a proud employer of United States veterans. For more information, visit
www.7delta.com, or contact us at info@7delta.com or 443-552-0661.
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Alzheimer's IS THE SIXTH LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH.

©2012 Alzheimer’s Association. All Rights Reserved.

IT CAN STEAL YOUR PAST AND YOUR FUTURE.

Alzheimer’s disease is devastating. It can steal the most precious moments from you and
your family. The Alzheimer’s Association has been behind every major advancement and
continues to lead the fight against Alzheimer’s. We won’t rest until we have a cure.
Join us. Visit alz.org or call 800.272.3900.
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